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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a collection of embodied writing through autoethnography in track
and field, basketball, and figure skating. Throughout each integrated article I examine
different forms of femininity in women’s sport and portray them from the angle of my
own experience through flashbacks, storied writing, poetic representation, and evocative
writing. The lenses through which female athletes are viewed, and often gazed at, are
discussed by way of media portrayals and attitudes, the use of sexist language, sport and
gender stereotypes, the sexualization of female athletes, feminization though
socialization, past medical views regarding women, and women’s sport involvement in
the past. I express my reaction to the subordination of female athletes through personal
narrative and contrast these unfair assumptions, accusations, and projections with my
own lived body experience as an athlete.

Keywords: Autoethnography, lived body, sport history, sport sociology, femininity,
sexualization, female athletes, track and field, basketball, figure skating
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Hearing My Academic Voice
I’m not proud to admit it, but my Master’s program began with a less than
inspiring spur of the moment decision. I slipped into the program a week before the
commencement of classes essentially for lack of a better idea. I had been an elementary
school teacher for exactly one year in my hometown and knew full well that small town
living wasn’t going to cut it for me any longer. Returning to London to train in track and
field with my former university coaches, the lack of teaching jobs in the area left me in
what some may have considered a tight spot - 1 experienced it as freedom. The off feeling
I sometimes felt while teaching forced me finally to admit that I wasn’t ready to settle
into a career. I recognized myself in my students, young and excited with so much to
learn and discover about the world, others, and themselves. This freedom became
overwhelming as my life’s possibilities grew and grew until I was paralyzed by
opportunity and about to go broke. I crawled into my safe place, my Neverland, where
OSAP might as well be a tree with money leaves, and where little football players never
have to grow up. I headed back to school, and it was the best decision I never really
made.
After 22 years of competitive sports, my athletic career-to-date is on its last, tired
leg. After more than two decades of dedication to sport, academia is expanding inside the
emerging void within my athlete-self. As I distance myself further and further from a life
centered around training and competing, I am thrilled to find that an interest of mine,
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brushed aside by Olympic dreams and a sport obsession, is finding a voice within myself.
This curiosity has been shouting out to me all my life, begging me to feed the fire. As I
sat with my father and listened, wide-eyed, to his stories of the “olden days”, as I
explored my grandmother's basement, full of dusty trinkets and antiques, as I stood at the
cenotaph on Remembrance Day, deeply moved by the act of remembering, and as I
climbed the pyramids in Chichen Itza, enthralled by what remains, history, History,
HISTORY! was screaming at me to immerse myself within it. But I was mesmerized by
sport, and I didn’t hear.
A few classes with my advisor in his Canadian sport history course and I finally
heard. I sat at a table and absorbed an enthusiasm for learning and questioning the “past”
that flowed between individuals, some long aware of their own intelligence, others trying
to keep up, and myself, realizing that my inner learner, long-suppressed by workout highs
and celebration hangovers, was jumping for joy. I somehow connected with these non
athletes through sport. We weren’t chasing a ball down a court, giving each other chest
bumps, or setting goals for athletic achievement. Instead, we discussed history, and we
questioned what it is and how it’s made. We peered critically and creatively into the
history of sport in Canada, and my heart thudded, not from physical activity, but from the
excitement of peeling off the layers of stereotypical jock to let the significance of history
in my life be exposed, to discover that history can be personal, to find that I have
something important to share. Finally! My inner learner rejoiced. I fused these two
wonderfully compatible entities, sport and history, because doing so gave way to the
desire deep within my gut to express myself and tell my story.
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Course work, campus, and studying were familiar and comforting, but “safe” can
no longer describe my Master’s experience thus far. Painting my thoughts, memories,
fears, and hopes onto my blank narrative canvas makes me more vulnerable than perhaps
I have ever been. It is within this uncertain place of expression, discovery, and sharing
that one can learn about and challenge one’s self. This place, called autoethnography, is
unquestionably where I belong.

Method and Methodology
As we expand our modes o f expression so do we expand the
number o f people with whom we can join in the dance o f
understanding.'
Autoethnography
I have a blanket, soft and blue
It’s old as me, and ragged, too
Everywhere I went it came
And as time passed things weren’t the same
I quickly learned life isn’t fair
But Blanket never would despair
Sitting atop a closet shelf
It reminds me of my former self
Unfold my story and have a feel
It’s hard to share my memory reel
But you look cold
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Wrap my story ‘round your shoulders
We are all experience-molders
Trace the pattern with your finger
And don’t be afraid to sit and linger
Have my blanket for a while
It’s seen so much since I was a child
Let it warm you, make you hot
Feels familiar, does it not?
I have a blanket, soft and blue
I sometimes share it with those who
Want to understand
Me

Autoethnography is the linking of personal experience to something that is greater
than the self. It is a community of sharing through reflexivity on a personal and
meaningful level that promotes understanding of self and culture. Ellis writes,
Back and forth autoethnographers gaze: First they look through an
ethnographic wide angle lens, focusing outward on social and cultural
aspects of their personal experience; then, they look inward, exposing
a vulnerable self that is moved by and may move through, refract, and
resist cultural interpretations.2
More than the word implies, an autoethnography is autobiography woven deep into a
cultural fabric, a blanket that can envelope an entire culture or subculture, warm and
bring comfort through shared experience, or bring heat to a discussion that might
otherwise lack the passion and emotion grounded in lived experience. Autoethnographers
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do this by weaving multiple methods, such as narrative storytelling, interviewing,
performance, poetry, art, and fiction in what is called quilt making.3 The bricolage,4
referred to by Denzin and Lincoln as the finished product of blended qualitative methods,
appeals to me as a creatively artistic person who wants to express myself in numerous
and sometimes less obvious ways.
Autoethnography is both a methodology and a method. It is the process that has
chosen me to write myself into sport history through memory work, interviewing, and
connecting with tangible pieces of my past that evoke emotion and remembrance, and it
is the product that uses my own life experiences to expose sport on a social level.5
Reflexivity is the cornerstone of autoethnography, and I use it to reflect on the ways my
memory work aligns itself with or against certain feminist theories and on the physical
and psychological changes my mirrored reflections represent throughout my own sport
history. I reject the belief that as researcher I am separate or independent of the societal
forces acting on sport femininity. Through autoethnography, I am researcher and subject,
a relational being with the ability to consider reflexively my relationship to theory,
power, experience, and the bigger picture of sport and femininity.
Self-expression has always flowed freely from my pen as I sat in bed at night
scribbling my thoughts, dreams, and frustrations into my notebook that I would, upon
completion, duct tape closed.6 These feelings were not to be shared, and they were all but
stamped out of academic writing. “Don’t use T ”, my high school teachers warned as I
struggled to express myself through absolute disconnect from my less-than-inspiringtopic. Brainwashed into unfeeling, boredom-writing, my disbelief regarding the existence
of such evocative and personal narrative in academia was likely evident in an email to my
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advisor last fall, “I think I maybe might like to try using autoethnography to write my
term paper if you think that's maybe an okay idea???”. Despite his delighted response, I
still couldn’t believe my luck as I popped the cap off my bottled up feelings and wrote
something I was passionate about to be marked for school for the first time ever. POP! It
wasn’t easy, but it was excitement and freedom bursting forth like hot pink lava.

Purpose: A Hot Mess
A hot mess: when one’s thoughts or appearance are in a state
o f disarray, but she maintains an undeniable attractiveness or beauty.
Urban Dictionary

n

Out it poured and poured, my memories creating layers of a hot mess that made it
undoubtedly clear what fuels my sport history fire. I have been an athlete for 22 years and
a female for 26, and throughout my life these two indispensable elements of my physical
and mental being have pushed and pulled each other in a tug of war that permeates my
very identity. Am I a woman or an athlete? Can’t I be both? How have those women who
have gone before me managed to fit into the male hegemonic arena of sport?
The purpose of this thesis is not to find answers, but to explore myself and,
hopefully, inspire discussion through writing about my lived experience in sport and its
numerous subcultures. This project reads as my reflective journey through my own sport
history to discover how my experiences in the culture of sport led to my present day
struggle to understand who I want to be, who society wants me to be, where I fit into the
gender and sport discussion, and what my body represents to myself and others. I yearn
to determine the means by which I can present all the fractions of my self - athlete,
woman, academic, daughter, teacher, role model, future mother, sexual being - as a
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united whole, in which all pieces of the puzzle fit together and complement one another
in a balanced and peaceful sense of being.
Throughout my journey, revealed through personal narrative, flashbacks, poetic
representation, and writing from multiple perspectives, I weave my own experience into
the broader culture of sport by providing snippets of women’s Canadian sport history that
have shaped, reinforced, or dismissed society’s conditional acceptance of female athletes.
Telling moments in Canadian sport history that have been overly feminized or sexualized
by the media were contrasted with women’s exceptional athletic achievements in order to
expose society’s perceptions of female athletes. Newspaper, magazine, online, and
television media, as well as an examination of the media in sport literature illuminate the
discrepancy between men’s and women’s media coverage in sport. Extractions from
medical documents portraying women as inferior and incapable beings provide a starting
point for women’s early struggles to participate in Canadian sport due to the rejection of
their “masculine” behaviour. Each of my flashbacks and memories are linked to the next
by present day reflections regarding my response to my own memory work and my
feelings as a female athlete today.
For whom do I write?81 write for myself, in search of clarity in my vision of who
I am. I write for my family, that they might be proud of the person I am becoming. I write
for the culture of sport, that it will recognize the power sport has to shape lives in a
positive or negative manner. I write for women, who persist in a world where they are not
always welcome. I write to be understood. I write autoethnography to create “charged
moments of clarity, connection, and change”.9 I write in order to remove some of the

mystory from my story, a small, but I believe significant, representation of one
perspective in the femininity in sport conversation.
If you are a man, I write for you as well. The chapters that follow are meant to
give you a new perspective from which to draw understanding about the behaviours of
both men and women. Honesty is the glue that holds these words together as they tell of
the struggles women face in sport, a societal construct that deftly echoes society’s past
and present value and belief systems. Please open your mind when reading this, and make
room for fresh ideas that grow from the seeds of compassion and positive change. You
require neither an offensive or defensive stance, but a willingness to appreciate and
perhaps even acknowledge my truthfulness and vulnerability. Here is your opportunity to
awaken, if you have not already, to a new light of equality, change, and positivity.

Literature Review: Minding the Gap

Mind the gap, please. Mind the gap!]1
While women have struggled to find their proper place within the male dominated
sporting arena, they also have played catch up in the realm of sport history. History is up
to its elbows in third person accounts of how sport developed throughout the past two
centuries in Canada. In the 1980s, a shift in the nature of sociology and anthropology
resulted in the description of gender as a useful category of examination.
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In response,
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sport historians took up the challenge of rewriting history from a gender perspective,
exploring the meanings behind masculinity and femininity in sport. The patriarchy of
academia and sport history itself has led to a lopsided expansion of research on male
behaviour versus women’s lived experiences and feminine studies.

According to Hall,

“women’s sporting experience is a vastly underesearched area”.14
Hall,1:5 along with other sport historians, such as Vertinsky,16 Lenskyj,17 and
Hargreaves,18 have made vast contributions to women’s sport history in Canada by
writing of both the theory and action involved in women’s participation in sports. Rather
than maintaining that history is an a-theoretical discipline,19 Vertinsky states,
The burgeoning scholarship in sport history and gender relations aims
at much more than simply writing women into sport history. It seeks to
forge new understandings of the historical relationship between sport
and the social construction of gender by examining gender as a dynamic,
relational process through which unequal power relations between
women and men have been continually constructed and contested.

20

In order to promote the expansion of the acceptable parameters of women’s sporting
behaviours, historians must do more than tell a story; they must connect experience with
a broader culture and question how “history” aligns itself with or against certain feminist
perspectives.
In an era in which postmodernism forces historians to question their
“unquestionable” objectivity, autoethnography emerges by challenging the selfother,
researcher/subject dichotomies that elevate writer above and away from the experience or
culture being peered at.21 New forms of qualitative inquiry are helping to explain the
experiences of women in sport. For example, Patricia Vertinski‘s article entitled “The
Erotic Gaze, Violence and ‘Booters With Hooters’” and Synthia Sydnor’s “A History of
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Synchronized Swimming” provide different perspectives that scholars were not
challenged to consider previously. However, few researchers have yet to “mind the gap”
and get on the autoethnography train that has the potential to fill a void in sport history
research, a void felt by those who want to know “What was it really like?” and “How did
it really feel?” Markula, Denison,

Booth,

and Sparkes create inroads for me

through their autoethnographic sporting scholarship, but evocative story-telling in sport
history is in its very early development. Creative, polyvocal accounts layered in personal
sporting experience, emotion, reflexivity, and perspective are required to quiet the critics
and further the development of this contested terrain. When the doors are opened for you,
you have to mind the gap. I choose to write myself into this gap in sport history and get
on the train that allows me to contribute to a movement that reaches and is accessible to
all people.

Chanter Descriptions: Looking Through My Memory Box
I close my eyes and sift through a quarter century’s
worth of fieldnotes...
The wind vt’hips through my long ponytail as I gracefully
glide down the ice, hundreds ofpairs o f eyes glued to my
fully extended body. “Get on your man! ” coach yells at me as
the opposing team prepares to inbound the ball. I lay my shoulder
into my opponent, make space with my hip, and smile when
she calls me a bitch. The basketball court melts into a track and
I’m running. My muscles pump like a well-oiled machine,
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sweat running down my tanned, bare back. Men watch.
What are they looking at?
My journey through sport as a cute and dainty figure skater, a tomboy basketball
player, and a sexed-up track and field athlete, has culminated in mass confusion
regarding what my lived body experience means to my/self and others. Society’s
expectations of female athletes did not fall on deaf ears as I delved deep into whichever
form of feminine expectation was forced upon me. I became the sport I played,
immersing my gender identity in each specific sporting culture. In my thesis I hope to
travel backwards through my history, from my most recent experiences to my earliest
endeavours, and consider reflexively how society’s opinions of femininity in sport have
caused a struggle within myself to combine my two seemingly opposing identities of
female and athlete in an effort to find acceptance as a woman in sport.

Chapter Two: Gazins into the Sexualized Body of Women in Sport
Tracing through my past, I examine how society’s expectations of my own
femininity have brought me to my present confusion. Currently involved in the sport of
track and field, my feelings towards this subculture are very raw, and indeed what led me
to this thesis topic in the first place. While figure skating and basketball shaped my
gender identity, it was not until I became a track and field athlete that my hyper
awareness of my own body arose along with its significance in my understanding of
where I fit into the gender in sport discussion. In this chapter I explore the ways society
looks at female athletes as sexual and feminine. By using cinematic gaze theory, I
construct a comparison between my own experiences, those of successful and famous
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women from North America’s sporting past and present, and Hollywood’s leading ladies,
specifically characters in three films directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Intermittently, I
provide pieces of a story based on an average track practice for me, and writing from
multiple perspectives, my own and a male counterpart’s, I divulge my physical sense of
self as well as my Jungian influenced perception of how men glimpse the female athletic
body. I pose inquiries about how the male gaze affects female athletes and discuss what
our reactions mean in the context of feminist theories.
Chapter Three: The Gender Game: Rewriting the Rules of Basketball
Perhaps in rebellion against my previously learned figure skating gendered
lessons, my adolescence was spent proving my athletic abilities to the male dominated
world of sport. I did this by adopting traditional masculine qualities, such as aggression
and competitiveness, while at the same time denouncing all things “girly”. In this chapter
I expose these typically masculine feelings I experienced as a basketball player that
pushed my identity as far away as possible from the ultra-feminine figure skater in an
effort to find acceptance in sport. Through embodied writing in the past and present
tenses I illustrate the moments in time in which feminism took hold of me and forced me
to search for equality. I question sexist sporting lingo used commonly by male and
female athletes of all levels, by sports federations in their official rulebooks and event
categorizations, and by the media through newspaper, television, magazine, and online
accounts of athletes and their performances that perpetuate the male dominance of sport.
Unwarranted assumptions society makes about female athletes regarding their bodies,
sexuality, and presentation of physical appearance discovered through an examination of
media coverage of women’s sport in Canada is revealed. This ever-present fight for
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precedence between athleticism and femininity is related to my struggle as a woman to
find a comfortable place within feminism, a movement that I attempt to deconstruct in an
effort to better understand my place within it.

Chapter Four: Figure Skating Towards Forgiveness
My love affair with figure skating lasted thirteen tumultuous years and eventually
broke my heart. This chapter explores how this physically and mentally abusive
relationship forced me to accept and promote a culture of stereotypical gender rules.
Memory work exposed through evocative flashbacks to my childhood reveal a stressed
relationship with my parents, as the pressure to choose my identity, rather their identity
of myself, became overwhelming. While incorporating my current outlook of figure
skating culture with the remembered experiences of a little girl, I demonstrate how my
informal education regarding how to be a girl and how to use my body in an aesthetically
pleasing manner began with figure skating. In this chapter, I use poetry as literary context
that is intended to express feelings that have remained buried inside me for an entire
decade. Embodied writing makes my unhealed figure skating wounds feel fresh. I hope
that my story might bring light to a dark place in a sport where little girls are told to flirt
with the audience, and smile as they pick their bruised bodies up off the ice.

In the final chapter of this thesis, I review the main themes that have been thread
throughout the articles and key into each chapter’s main points in individual chapter
summaries. I describe my fears in using autoethnography as method and methodology
and discuss future directions that this type of research might take.
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CHAPTER TWO
Gazing Into the Sexualized Body of Women in Sport

My Reflection in Your Eve
For understanding is not like seeing. Understanding
grows with time: you understand one point, then another,
and a third, a fourth... and your understanding changes several
times until you have things right. Seeing is not like that, so that
to say that knowing is like seeing is to disregard understanding
as a constitutive element in human knowledge.
Lonergan1

Scene 1
My stomach flip flops as I toss my spike bag over my back and think of the pain I am about to
inflict on myself. My legs feel strong and like jelly at the same time. My mind follows suit as I
acknowledge my fear and the fact that I can’t wait for the pain. This stretch of the day is my favourite.
This part is where I am in complete control. Soon I will feel the wind slide past my skin as power
exudes from my muscles, all connected and moving in unison like a proverbial well-oiled machine. Soon I
will work and sweat in the hot afternoon sun. It’s time for practice.
As I make my way upstairs I feel the temperature rise and the air becomes thick with
moisture. Thoughts of the upcoming workout are interrupted by my reflection as I pass by the
entrance way mirror. A quick scan from head to toe and I see a combination of woman and athlete: long
hair pulled back so as not to bother me, darkened and elongated eyelashes, the strap of a pink sports
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bra showing under my T-shirt. I rock forward onto my toes and watch the muscles in my long, smooth
legs contract.

My body is explosive power, exceptional lung capacity, and fast-twitch muscle.
My body is also what marks me as female. When others look at me, do they see a woman
or an athlete, or can they see both at the same time? Why does it seem that to embrace
one identity is to turn on the other? How has my gender charged its way into my athletic
identity where it unapologetically steals attention from my physical strength, my
admirable goals, and my sporting accomplishments? How does my body dictate who I
am, who I must be?
“The Mirror Stage,” according to Jacques Lacan, is fundamental to the
constitution of the ego. Identity emerges with the internalization of what is external, the
body.3 The first time a child recognizes herself as the image reflected in a mirror an
identification of the self occurs. The child has not yet mastered control of movement, and
thus, recognizes the moving form in the mirror as superior or as an ideal ego.4 Freud
defines the ego as the “psychic mapping of what is initially a bodily image.”3 It seems
remarkable that it isn’t until one recognizes her physical self that she becomes aware of
her own existence. At the same time, she learns that others might be looking at her, too.
People have been watching me compete as an athlete for 22 years, but it wasn’t
until I found myself, or perhaps lost myself, in the world of track and field, that I became
aware of my “to-be-looked-at-ness.”6 It occurs to me that my admission into the track and
field race marked a second mirror stage for me. This is not surprising considering the
sport, in which beautiful bodies are covered in little more than a few scraps of spandex as
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they move, bend, and arch in ways that non-athletic humans cannot. It wasn’t until I saw
myself in the slender, yet athletic bodies of my female peers that I became aware of the
consequences that this physical extension of my self would inflict on me. It was like
looking in the mirror and seeing my body for the first time, as after many hard workouts
and weightlifting sessions, it now was consistent with the other women around me, with
the track body checklist: slender arms, small and perky chest, flat and hard stomach,
round bottom, thin and muscular legs, prominent calves that tapered to tiny ankles. We fit
the formula for female attractiveness in the eyes of many men, and I suddenly became
aware through my transformation from baggy shorts to spandex that men were looking at
me, and it wasn’t because I could run fast. The eyes that always followed me across the
court, field, or ice, now groped at and seized my body for themselves. I could feel their
fingers on my skin, their hot breath on the back of my neck.
It only took one year. After a lifetime of competitive athletics, it only took one
year in track and field to completely alter my self-image. As my body reshaped itself
from a string bean into a “sexy” athlete my perception of my body was also transformed.
Previously, my physical self only existed in my mind as the tool I used to perform; to me
it was almost asexual, having nothing to do with relationships or my identity outside of
being an athlete. Things were simple then. Now I am forced to wonder why men look at
me, why they speak to me. What do they really want? I have the ability to catch their
attention, but how should I use this power? After four years in track and field a series of
events brought about my full realization of this sexualized male gaze. A male captain
informed me, as if I would find it humourous, that the previous night he and some male
teammates had gone through our entire women’s roster and decided how much they
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would pay or have to be paid to have sex with each woman. Their evening’s
entertainment sadly did not surprise me - my teammate’s shameless disclosure of it to
myself, a woman on that roster, did. These same male teammates, the ones we trained
with everyday and did the same tough workouts as, created a university lifestyle inspired
website that was overtly sexist and degrading to women. I was angry and frustrated that
these men I considered my equals felt so superior to me and my gender that the flagrant
promotion of their sexist ideals was not only extremely evident, but it was often directed
at me and other women, as my male teammates continuously posted links to their
offensive website on our Facebook walls. They were proud of themselves! I was ashamed
of these teammates and talked in disgust with my female friends at the track. We were
incredulous of the hypocrisy of these men blogging about how gross fat women are even
though one of their girlfriends was overweight, and promoting their slogan “Chug a Beer.
Have Sex with Everyone” while all of them remained in committed long-term
relationships. How could they look their girlfriends in the face? And how could their
girlfriends remain in relationships with men who obviously did not respect them? At the
same time, conversations with football players informed me that each of us “track
honeys” was known to the team by our best physical attribute (I was Butt Girl), and that
while we thought the football team was focused on their own practice as we circled them
on the track they were in fact checking us out and discussing our sexual attributes in the
change room and elsewhere.
The ways in which men gaze at female athletes has influenced women’s sport
participation, media coverage, marketing, clothing, and forever changed the way / feel
about my own body. According to Denzin the gaze is a gendered phenomenon.

n
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Numerous gazes are used to describe power relations that exist in due part to the
influence of visual perception, such as Foucault’s panopticon, Lacan’s ego identification,
O

Sartre’s masochistic look, and Merleau-Ponty’s anti-realism, but each gaze is bom of a
gender ideology. Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” promulgates
the idea of the male gaze, in which males look at females for pleasure. Her vision is
narrow in that it fails to recognize the many other gazes that exist (female gaze, male to
male gaze, female to female gaze, investigative gaze, comedic gaze, the ethnic gaze, the
homosexual gaze, the tourist gaze, the war gaze); yet, the male gaze will be focused on in
this chapter because it eclipses all others in my sporting experience as a female athlete.
This is not to say that other gazes do not exist in sport, or that all men gaze at female
athletes in the same way, but that my own perception of my body and self has been most
influenced by the ways in which men look at me.
This autoethnography journeys through my lived body experience as a track and
field athlete in order to discover how my physical self has affected the ways that others
perceive me as an athlete and a woman, two identities that, rather than complimenting
each other, are often forced to fight for primacy. The male gaze is not unique to sport. In
cinema, art, and literature across genres and time periods, women are viewed through a
feminine lens as passive ornaments in order to perpetuate the male hegemonic reign of
power over women, which, in turn, enables the position from which men are able to look.
My ever-present sense of being sexualized as a track and field athlete is laid out on the
foundation of the male gaze in cinema. An examination of women’s sports media
coverage along with my own self-analysis regarding perceptions of my athletic body fuel
this exploration of the male gaze in sport. Jungian concepts of male-female attachment
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infuse my perception of sporting relationships as I journey towards an understanding of
my self as a female athlete.

From Flower Pot to Saskatoon Lily
Where is she?
Activity/Passivity
Sun/Moon
Culture/Nature
Day/Night
Father/Mother

Head/Heart
Intelligible/Palpable
Lagos/Pathos
Form, convex, step, advance, semen, progress.
Matter, concave, ground —where steps are taken, holding - and dumping-ground.
Man
Woman
In literature examining cinema and psychoanalysis I exist only in relation to man.
I am the “other,” the lacking gender. Women are the bearers of meaning rather than the
makers of meaning.10 Aristotle’s Flower Pot Theory of Pregnancy states that the woman
adds no substance to the fetus growing inside her; she is necessary only as the material in
which the male seed germinates and grows.11 My sole purpose in life is to support men,
the flowers that develop and grow from me with my gentle guiding hand. I am the flower
pot - still and nurturing. Their uteruses! men shouted from the stands as the women
800m runners collapsed at the end of their 1928 Olympic race.

Their uteruses will be
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harmed! they exclaimed with horrified looks, for I am weak and worth nothing without
my uterus.
When women pressed their way into the world of sport they entered a space
already claimed by men. With the continued success of female athletes, the grip men
have on the sporting gaze tightens. As women’s performances, popularity, and
participation reach closer and closer to that of men’s, all the power that can be seized
from behind the gaze turns women’s sport into feminine and sexy. We are viewed
through a kaleidoscope of pink, pretty, and promiscuous in order to prevent gender
equality, to maintain the hierarchy of male power in sport.
I am not a flower pot. The eyes that watch me are proof - nobody looks at the
flower pot; all eyes are drawn to the flower. Through more than a century of women
fighting for their right to play, sweat, and compete in public I have been transformed
from flower pot to flower. I move, grow, learn, flourish in my new landscape of
athleticism. Ironically, though, some men can only see my shape and the pretty colours
that adorn me. What a cruel joke men have played on us! To let us think we had
developed into flowers, had found a place in sport, when in fact they only care how pretty
our petals are! I am frustrated by the lose-lose situation women remain trapped in.
Ethel Catherwood was the Olympic gold medal winning high jumper from
Saskatoon.13 She taught herself to high jump as a young girl in her backyard and also
excelled at hockey, baseball, and basketball.14 In Amsterdam, 1928, when women were
first allowed to compete at the Olympics in track and field, Ethel jumped five feet, two
and seven eighths inches to win gold.1:1 Her stellar performance was second to her beauty
as the press dubbed her “The Saskatoon Lily.” She was welcomed home with parades and
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even offered a movie deal in Hollywood, but the feminizing attention proved too much
for Ethel, and it eventually caused her to flee to the United States. How did she and other
women in sport transform from flower pots to Saskatoon Lilies? How did women’s “tobe-looked-at-ness” emerge as their defining quality?
It can be argued that the invention and popularity explosion of the cinema had a
great influence on the ways in which people look at each other. Between 1900 and 1930,
cinema solidified its place in American culture.16 Hollywood soon dominated the movie
making scene, its financial surplus turning struggling production companies in Canada
into easy targets.17 The picture palace quickly became a weekly amusement for millions
as theatres popped up in communities all over North America. Viewers sat in pitch dark
rooms, forgot about those around them, and glued their eyes to an oversized screen. They
looked at characters on the screen as if through a telescope, their images magnified, the
characters unaware of an audience. The voyeur was bom. Not only did the movie-goers
voyeuristically peer into the public and private lives of those on-screen, the movie
characters themselves acted as voyeurs under such guises as detective, psychoanalyst,
murderer, sexual pervert, and investigative journalist. The audience could, at the same
time, be voyeur and identify with voyeur characters. As viewers were allowed into
society’s secret places, the movies made acceptable a new level of looking.19
Just as Jaws cleared the beaches in 1975, movies in the early 1900’s were highly
influential to those watching. A 19 year old, white, college freshman demonstrates the
significant power of the movies:
When I discovered I should have this coquettish and coy look
which all girls may have, I tried to do it in my room. And surprise! I
could imitate Pola Negri’s cool or fierce look, Vilma Banky’s sweet
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and coquettish attitude. I learned the very way of taking my gentlemen
friends to and from the door with that wistful smile until it had become
a part of me.20
In this sense, the movies helped to create the reality, which they then reflected. This
reality reproduced society’s patriarchal gender order, thus creating the cinematic male
gaze. While this gaze, as stated previously, took on many titles in the form of
investigator, journalist, crime reporter, etc., it is the erotic and scopophilic male gaze
which has permeated present day society through movies, music, television, advertising,
and yes, even sport. This sexual male gaze is the grime that I can’t wash off my body
after track practice.
It is the look that deflowers me.

Presenting: Alfred Hitchcock
I am curious as to why I never felt this gaze while I played basketball, soccer, or
figure skated. It is possible that men sexualized me as a figure skater, but I was likely too
young and innocent then to imagine what men were imagining. Denzin characterizes
voyeur films as those that contain certain semantic and syntactic elements, such as
suggestive titles, Peeping Tom characters, and cinematic manipulations.
constitutes a sexual voyeur sport?
A Suggested Checklist
•S Female athletes
S Sexual positions integrated into performance
•S Exposed butt cheeks

What
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V Bare midriffs
V The possibility of uniform malfunctions leading to exposed private areas
V Arched backs
V Air-bom bodies
V Spandex
V Spandex that shifts, moves, and rides north
V Cosmetics applied to the face and/or a tanned complexion
V Media-promulgation through the literal lens of projection; for example, the
ubiquitous crotch-shot
V Bonus points for a man touching a women’s crotch, as in figure skating pairs lifts
Track and field, diving, figure skating, beach volleyball, synchronized swimming, and
gymnastics fit all or most of these criteria. Likewise, Hitchcock’s films fit all of Denzin’s
requirements. Hitchcock has never concealed his voyeuristic nature as a film director or
otherwise.22 His films are fueled by voyeurism from the titles to the plot lines and
characters to the camera angles and shooting techniques. Three films, Pleasure Garden,
Rear Window, and Vertigo are often referred to by cinema analysts as depicting the male
gaze and they can assist in contextualizing the male gaze in sport.

Scene 2
With my spikes in tow I head to the track. The sun feels hot on my skin and I take deep
breaths of the fresh air. I’m only walking, but my feet contact the hard ground with purpose. I’m aware
of every muscle contraction, extension, and fatigue. My calves. I like the feeling of my calves working
while I walk. I roll up onto my toes for a stride or two so I can feel it even more. My pulse rises ever
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so slightly as I think about the upcoming workout. I can already see myself running, feel my arms swing
back and forth on their hinges, allow my legs to rotate in their running pattern. I jog across the street
as an orange truck approaches. I see two men inside and I am instantly aware of my short, spandex
shorts. I feel the leg openings on my upper hamstrings, my very upper hamstrings. I see myself as they
might see me, as I see myself when using mental imagery to prepare for practice and competition. I see
myself being seen. I feel their gaze.

The opening scene in Pleasure Garden portrays a chorus line of female legs
fluttering down a spiral staircase. The chorus line performs in front of a crowd of which
the entire front row is male. The main dancer, Patsy, is fetishistically gazed at by one
man in particular who proceeds to pull out his monocle in order to get a better look. Her
appearance reminds me of a figure skater and I am tempted to wonder if a female athlete
has become nothing more than a chorus girl performing high kicks to amuse her male
audience? Man’s pleasure of looking is certainly evident in women’s sports where an
athlete doesn’t need to be the best to be the most popular or highest grossing. She need
only be the best looking. The most obvious example of this is Anna Koumikova, who
despite never having won a Women’s Tennis Association title, has enjoyed a lucrative
life in the spotlight, making music video appearances, walking the red carpet, endorsing
products, and posing as a fashion model.24 Her successful modeling career has all but
erased the memory of her athletic talent. Unlike male athletes who become stars because
of their athletic abilities and accomplishments, female athletes are given attention
because of their appearance, which is of paramount importance. If male athletes possess a
marketable attractiveness due to their rippling muscles and washboard stomachs, their
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appearance is combined with their athletic talent to produce an even more masculine
identity, an even more manly man. A woman’s rippling athleticism is suffocated by her
beauty; it becomes irrelevant.
There are two forms of the male gaze in cinema. The first is scopophilic and is
characterized by close-up shots of segmented female body parts, such as the legs or
chest.25 As the chorus girls’ legs in Pleasure Garden dance across the screen they are
demarcated from the rest of the feminine form, and viewers gain a false sense of contact
with the female body. Such scenes are strictly intended to produce an erotic pleasure in
looking, as the plot or storyline could hardly depend on the shape of a character’s legs.
These scenes are blason anotomique, evolved and visually represented. Blason
anatomique, a poetry genre made popular during the Renaissance, is characterized by its
female object being fragmented into her anatomical parts, which are viewed not as they
are, but as men desire them to look.

A woman’s body is shattered in Villiers’

description:
Her thick dark hair has the sheen of the southern night.. .Her
face is the most seductive of ovals. Her cruel mouth blooms like a
bleeding carnation drunk with dew. Moist lights linger playfully upon
those lips, which reveal in dimpled laughter the brilliance of her strong
young animal teeth. And her eyebrows quiver at a shadow. The lobes
of her delightful ears are cool as April roses. Her nose, exquisite,
straight, with lucent nostrils, extends the forehead plane...Her hands are
pagan rather than aristocratic; her feet as elegant as those of Grecian
statues...27
As a woman, my appearance is held to an unattainable standard of perfection that
has been created by combining all the fantasized best boobs and butts man has ever seen
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into one super woman who in reality does not exist. In reply to Diderot’s question
regarding the origin of beauty, an artist responded,

. .when I want to make a statue of a

beautiful woman, I have a great number of them undress; all offer both beautiful parts
and badly shaped parts; I take from each what is beautiful.” The standard is a statue of
impossible perfection, also immobile, unthinking, and mute. Today these statues smile
from billboards and magazine covers after their features have been computer or surgically
enhanced. Even a linguistically-gifted poet must compare a woman’s segments to nature,
as with “golden locks” or “ivory skin,” because the human beauty they project onto their
objects does not exist in human form.
I am struck by the fact that I view my body as a fourteenth century poet may
have, in fragmented parts: my calves, my hamstrings, my abdominals, my arms. I feel
them all separately and imagine them working as individual parts of a team. Is this just
mental imagery engrained in my subconscious thought from years of imagining myself
performing? Is this advanced knowledge of my body gained from thousands of hours
spent manipulating my anatomy to move in technical sequences? Or have I heard too
many comments regarding my “hot ass” that I can no longer see myself as a complete
human being? When I am gazed at with blason anatomique, my body is similarly
fractured into all its “pleasing parts.”
These on-screen infatuations with anatomical female parts tend to disrupt the
diagesis of a film by causing a pause in plot development.

It is almost as if there must

be a time out from the story to insert some form of eroticism. I am curious as to what
screen writers and directors think of the fact that the story they are telling isn’t good
enough on its own. Movie makers are not the only ones selling their souls and sex at the
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same time. Women’s sports media coverage is a collage of “crotch shots”, sexual
positions, and uniforms riding into the unknown. Sexually suggestive photos and
television camera angles distract the viewer’s attention from the athletic performance
itself and celebrate instead the often semi-nude body that performed it.
Who, male and female alike, can focus
on the world record breaking pole-vault jump
of Yelena Isinbayeva when the camera lingers
on her behind, which has slipped out from its
underwear-inspired bum huggers? Who
remembers the score of the gold medal United
States versus China women’s beach volleyball
game at the Beijing Games when all a camera

F igure 2.1 : Y elen a Isinbayeva

seems to be able to capture are two, almost
naked women, embracing chest-to-chest as if
part of a man’s hot lesbian fantasy? Has a line
not been crossed when compromising photos
and camera shots are printed and aired by
respectable newspapers and television
networks? Female athletes are not safe from
rules to protect their bodies from being turned
these sexist textual attitudes.33 There are no
into nothing more than a pair of legs or a
pleasing bottom.

F igure 2.2: M isty M ay-T reanor
and K erry W alsh 32
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The second option audiences may choose for their viewing pleasure is to gaze at
women characters or athletes by identifying with present male figures.35 When the man in
Pleasure Garden ogles Patsy with his monocle, male viewers are able to relate to the man
on screen and perhaps imagine what they would be thinking or doing if it were them
looking at Patsy. The ability to enjoy viewing the gaze of another man looking at a
woman likely has something to do with the success of the pornography industry. It
certainly is present in sport, as viewers are inclined to hear the opinions of male
commentators and journalists who influence perceptions of female athletes by remarking
on the appearances of the women before their athletic performances. Thus, the male
viewer who sexualizes female athletes can identify with what is being said.
The same is true for print media. Even if a picture is not present, the writing,
which describes the look of the woman, offers the opportunity for the reader to identify
with the male writer and gaze at the female athlete. An article on Maria Sharapova in
Daily News and Analysis, an online news publication, is titled, “Beauty hymn of the tiger
tennis star Maria Sharapova” and describes the vision conjured up by the player’s name,
“a vision of length - long legs, long hair, in fact the whole nine yards that comes not just
with being an international celebrity, but with being young, beautiful and famous.”36 The
accompanying picture has her posed in stylish clothing in a non-athletic setting, and the
article itself isn’t even in the “Sports” section, but can be accessed through the
“Entertainment” link. An AskMen.com article on Amanda Beard, Olympic swimmer,
asks the reader to
Picture her slowly rising out of the water (la Phoebe Cates in
Fast Times at Ridgemont High), the water beading on her face and
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shoulders, her blue eyes a reflection of the pool's topaz glare. Picture
her in one of the Speedo bikinis she has modeled in —a little tug on
the string is all that separates you from her underwater garden. 37
If the athlete in question is not considered beautiful by today’s standards, commentators
sometimes take it upon themselves to sexualize her in an even more negative manner, as
Don Imus of Imus in the Morning did when he described the 2007 Rutgers University
Scarlet Knights women’s basketball team as “some nappy-headed hos” while the
Tennessee girls “all look cute.”38 Those tuned into his radio show heard Imus remark not
only on the women’s appearances with a racist approach, but also make an outlandish and
unsupported supposition regarding their sexual promiscuity. Where these men get their
egotism from and why they think they have the right to judge and exploit women in any
way, shape, or form, but especially by appearances, must be a dark place, full of hate.
One thing is clear: these men have been cutting down women with their smug assertions
for a long time, as one can see from Maxwell Stiles’ account in the Los Angeles
Examiner of Canada’s women’s Olympic team in 1932.
The Canadian Girls are undoubtedly the prettiest and most
Wholesome looking group of girls who have arrived for the competition.
They constitute a denial of the general idea that a woman athlete must
be built like a baby grand piano and have a face like a hatchet. Their
ages range from 16 to 21, and they are here to show the world that
Canada has some splendid young women who are good-looking and
who know how to conduct themselves.39
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Scene 3
The orange truck drives by and the man in the passenger seat whistles at me. I can picture
him in my head leaning out of his window, dirty face, missing teeth. I turn towards the truck and raise
my left eyebrow. Our eyes meet and I notice a goofy smile on his face. He’s not missing any teeth and
his face is clean, even handsome. What a pig.

Post-Feminist Boobs and Butts
This Nymph, to the Destruction o f Mankind,
Nourish'd two Locks, which graceful hung behind
In equal Curls, and well conspir'd to deck
With shining Ringlets her smooth Iv'ry Neck.
Love in these Labyrinths his Slaves detains,
And mighty Hearts are held in slender Chains.
With hairy Sprindges we the Birds betray,
Slight Lines o f Hair surprize the Finny Prey,
Fair Tresses Man's Imperial Race insnare,
And Beauty draws us with a single Hair.
Th' Adventrous Baron the bright Locks admir'd,
He saw, he wish'd, and to the Prize aspir'd:
Resolv'd to win, he meditates the way,
By Force to ravish, or by Fraud betray;
For when Success a Lover's Toil attends,
Few ask, if Fraud or Force attain'd his Ends.
Alexander Pope, “Rape of The Lock'»40
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In Pleasure Garden Patsy stares back at the man with the monocle, parodying the
male gaze with an exaggerated stare, as if to say, “What are you looking at?”. In a
subsequent scene, the man meets Patsy backstage and says, “I had to meet you because of
that lovely curl of hair”. In response, Patsy removes the blond hairpiece, hands it to the
man, and suggests he “take it and have a nice time.” Her actions are in stark contrast to
those of Belinda in Pope’s “Rape of The Lock”, whose frivolousness has her screaming
and deeply tormented when a lock of her hair is cut off by the ringlet worshipping Baron.
Patsy’s response is one of the few instances in Hitchcock films where a female character
displays some resistance to the male gaze. Her suggestion to him illustrates his
misconception of her as well as her strong sense of self. She is not just an empty shell
existing for man’s amusement.
Lacan suggests that the male gaze leaves a stain that allows it to be traced back to
the person doing the staring.41 The ability to return the gaze gives women agency.
Unfortunately, in sport, women are often unable to return the gaze when performing in
front of large crowds or when the gaze reaches through television sets from family rooms
across the globe. Other times, when a woman is training or practicing, she is focused on
her task and unaware of Peeping Toms. Some women who recognize their own agency
can be found in riske advertisements or displayed in the centerfold of a magazine,
attempting to use the male gaze to their own benefit. Post-feminist athletes believe that
posing nude and showing off their toned bodies is empowering to women.
Seven of the eight athletes who posed nude for Playboy’s “Women of the
Olympics” 2004 September Issue were track and field women.42 A former member of my
University of Western Ontario Track and Field Team, Kate Vermeulan, was one of them.
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In defense of her nude appearance, Vermuelan argued, “This thing is done to celebrate
women and women at the Olympics, and it’s not about boobs or butts. It’s about strength
and beauty and women who are strong and forceful, women who are posing to represent
their strength and courage in their sport.”43 When I look in the mirror I see strength and
femininity at the same time, and perhaps my ability and others’ ability to see muscles on
women as a positive attribute is something to celebrate, but might this be the new way of
sexualizing athletes? Maybe a new standard has been set for beauty that includes a low
percentage of body fat.44 This standard appears similar to that of the starved look of
runway models, but it is different in that beauty has taken on the acceptability of (a very
precise amount of) muscle on women.
As a female athlete bares all in a sexually-charged photo shoot, she inadvertently
feeds the male voyeur’s ego by playing to his desires and amusing his fantasies. Should
she ignore this side-effect of her proud demonstration of physical freedom? Is she not
aware that by tossing aside her clothes she is throwing women’s fight for equality into the
trash? While a woman has the right to do with her body as she pleases, how much social
responsibility rests on her bare shoulders when, whether she likes it or not, she is viewed
as a role model and sport representative? There must be a line between personal freedom
and sexist perpetuation in sport, but where is it? Is posing nude really empowering, or are
these women simply handing men a dirty magazine and suggesting they “take it and have
a nice time”?
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With Your Eves You Create Me
When you look at me what do you see?
Do you see long hair and painted toe nails?
Do
you see muscle, strength?
Do you see style?
Do you see character?
Am I intelligent?
Does it matter?
Do you see weakness?
Do you see femininity?
Do you see athleticism, talent?
What am I wearing?
Do my clothes speak to who I am?
Am I naked?
How do I move?
Do you see a smile?
Do you see aggression?
Am I confident?
Do I turn you on?
Do you turn away?
Do you see what you want to see?
Do you see right through me?
What becomes of me when you hold such power?

Like a nude Katarina Witt45 stares back at the camera that exposes her in the
December 1998 issue of Playboy, the woman in Edouard Manet’s Olympia stares into the
eyes of the viewer. She has agency. Unlike the classical precedent of paintings at the
time, her look is not diverted, but straight on, a piercing stare emanating from her dark,
penetrating eyes.46 There is no Peeping Tom lurking in the background, indulging in her
naked form as she lays propped up on pillows. Instead, the lurking man is represented by
the flowers being offered to her, which she ignores.47 She appears to be in control, to hold
the power regarding her acceptance or dismissal of the man that sent the flowers. But
appearances are deceiving. The man behind the flowers is her client; she is a prostitute.
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P la y b o y , D ecem ber, 1998.49

Olympia stares back, but the fact is that she is still naked, she is still a sex worker, and
she was still created by a man. Katarina Witt may have posed nude to empower women,
but her male viewers are free to imagine her existing purely to tickle their fancy.
Hitchcock gives Patsy agency, but she is still dancing on a stage where Hitchcock has
placed her. I can return the gaze when men whistle at me, but what good does it do?
When men hold the power of the gaze, and/or when women give up their power to men,
do I or does any woman become more than the male mind’s creation? Does my ability to
trace the gaze back to a Peeping Tom matter if he feels no shame?
Yes, because I am more than an idealized image created by an artist; I am more
than a character playing out the director’s female fantasy; I am more than an impossible
assemblage of romanticized anatomy that exist solely to bear man’s praise or judgment.
My agency comes not from my ability to return the gaze, but from my ability to live
within myself, to create my own reality, and to posses within it knowledge of my self, my
worth, and my ability. 1 choose my identity and swat away those identities that are
thrown at me without my permission. I run my own course, despite being tugged
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voyeuristically in other directions. Look and whistle all you want, boys and men. You’re
just giving me more to write about.

Scene 4
I

have filially arrived at the stadium. During summer, this place is as much my home as the

house I live in. The red Mondo50 track circles the prickly, green turf of the football field, and the
afternoon sun reflects off of the metal bleachers making heat waves over the far endzone. There is no
place I would rather be right now. Not surprisingly, I am the only female among a number of fit and
strong-looking young men, none of whom are wearing shirts while they run in various directions, doing
their drills and workouts. I watch them as I re-tie my shoes. The men that fill my athletic bubble of a
world narrow my vision of the male body into rock hard muscles that are evenly tanned, and every
summer when I head to the beach I am surprised by and reminded of what the majority of men actually
look like. Oddly, I am not surprised by the rounded physique of an average woman, possibly due to the
many judgmental and derogatory comments that hurl out of people’s mouths on an hourly basis
regarding the appearances of women.
As I watch these men move along the turf, their muscles shift and stretch under their skin.
The sweat that rolls off their beautiful bodies feeds their masculinity. They look strong and tough. I
imagine them to be good, honourable men even if I know of some of their less than honourable
behaviours. I respect their dedication, their willingness to suffer in order to improve. Their athleticism
and masculinity adds to their attractiveness, and their attractiveness adds to their athleticism and
masculinity. This setting might be intimidating to some, but I belong here. I feel like one of them. I take
a sip of water, toss my spike bag onto the turf, and begin my warm-up jog.
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Rear-End Window
Hitchcock’s voyeuristic nature is nowhere more evident than in his 1954 film
Rear Window. Jeffries, the main character played by James Stewart, is a photo journalist.
His occupation speaks to the Peeping Tom theme of the movie; he is a capture of images,
making sense out of and describing the world he sees through pictures. Stuck in his
apartment with a broken leg, Jeffries passes the time by spying on his neighbours in the
apartment building across from him. His attention is initially captured by the arousing
images of an attractive blond who dances around in her underwear.
Similarly, it seems that for men to watch women compete, even in elite level
sport, the women must be scantily clad, in some cases almost nude. Revealing women’s
uniforms might evoke the male gaze, and women often don’t have a choice regarding
their uniform. Women’s beach volleyball is a prime example. Uniforms for both men and
women were standardized by the International Beach Volleyball Federation (FIVB),
comprised mostly of men, for the 2000 Sydney Olympics,51 but with enormous
differences that highlighted the sexy image of women and the athleticism of men. The
Olympic Beach Volleyball Tournaments Specific Competition Regulations of the FIVB
state that men must wear tank tops and shorts that rest a minimum of 15cm above the
knee while women’s bottoms, if they choose to wear a two piece, must be “a close fit and
be cut on an upward angle towards the top of the leg,” the side width not exceeding
7cm.52 One-piece uniforms must be “closely fit and the design must be with open back
and upper chest.”53 A spokesperson for the sport’s governing body stated in 2000, “shorts
do not give an appropriate image of our athletic sport whose characteristics are power and
speed.”54 Why do the men get to wear shorts then? It comes down to marketing and using
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the male gaze to sell women’s sports. Kerry Klosterman, who oversaw the 1996 USA
Beach Volleyball Team remarked, “The physical attraction of the athletes and their attire,
or lack of it, are important elements to the marketing of the game.”55
Even when athletes aren’t forced to strip down, many women train and compete
in revealing sportswear, especially in track and field. Are they just looking for attention?
Are they exhibitionists? These women - and I am one of them - have many reasons for
peeling off the layers. Maybe I feel constricted in my movements. Maybe I wear spandex
so that when I arch my back over the high jump bar you can’t look up my shorts. Maybe
the feeling of material on my skin is inferior to that of the air and wind. Maybe I want to
intimidate my opponent with my fitness level as we step onto the start line. Maybe it feels
like freedom and power, a real lived body experience when I choose to have nothing but
air touch my skin. Maybe it’s just hot outside...

Scene 5
The sweat runs down my face as the heat from the afternoon sun streams onto my skin. My
shirt is sticking to me and I want to take it off like everyone else here has already done. As I do every
day, I weigh the pros and cons of removing my shirt in front of these male athletes and doing my
workout in a sports bra. I feel their gaze and I shouldn’t encourage their sexy image of me by showing
lots of skin, but shouldn’t I be able to practice comfortably without worrying what they will say about
me in the locker room?
Pro: I want to feel my body slice through the air as the wind whips past me.
Con: These guys will think I am looking for attention.
Pro: I won’t be so hot.
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Con: These guys will think I’m hot.
Pro: These guys will think I’m hot
Annoyed that my clothing carries such heavy consequence, I decide I don’t care. I take off my shirt and
continue my warm-up.

Jeffries, in Rear Window, has little interest in his girlfriend, Lisa, throughout the
majority of the film. He is bored with her and continues to avoid a marriage commitment.
More interested in spying on his neighbours, Jeffries is suspicious that a murder has taken
place, and Lisa sneaks into the suspected murderer’s apartment to search for evidence. It
isn’t until she crosses over from the spectator side to the other apartment building and can
be gazed at through the telescope that Jeffries becomes engrossed with her erotically.56 It
isn’t until Jeffries can watch her, but not have her that she possesses this “to-be-lookedat-ness.” He clearly is aroused by the power of spying, even when Lisa knows he is
watching. Similarly, a female athlete surrounded by a stadium of lookers knows she is
being watched, yet some men are aroused by their power to gaze at her anonymously.
Their ability to sexualize these women must be reasonably easier when their bodies are
exposed due to a lack of clothing.
Perhaps clothing has something to do with the extreme popularity of the Summer
Olympics versus the much lower viewership of the Winter Olympics. A high jumper in a
sports bra and bum huggers that are riding north as she arches her back over the bar
might be easier to sexualize than the cross-country skier in a snowsuit and goggles who
crosses the finish line with snot running down her face. The role clothing plays in the
sexualization of female athletes cannot be overstated. An exchange of snowsuit for
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bathingsuit and a Kleenex would be enough to transform said skier into Misty MaeTreanor, a highly publicized/sexualized American beach volleyball player. We see it in
the movies all the time when Cinderella, whether she be played by Julia Roberts in Pretty
Woman or Audrey Hepburn in Funny Face, is transformed by clothing into a beauty
unrecognized by her prince. It isn’t the fashion that spurs the transformation as we are
made to believe. Rather, it is the “prince’s” imaginary investment in the femininely
pleasing clothes.57 The prince, just like sexual sport voyeurs, makes the assumption that
her outer presentation represents her inner and true self.
Hitchcock’s voyeuristic pleasure again comes through in the telescope point-ofview shots that show Lisa with her hands behind her back, pointing to the dead woman’s
wedding ring on her finger, the signal that evidence of murder has been found.
Hitchcock’s point-of-view shot has been borrowed for women’s sports media coverage.
The cameras that capture women’s sports and the television screens that display them are
little more than rear-end windows. Looking at these women gets viewers/voyeurs as close
to peering at naked women as they can without feelings of guilt or shame. If it’s airing on
daytime television it must be okay to watch.

F igure 2.6: A ca m e ra cap tu res the all too com m on
b each v o lley b all u n ifo rm m alfu n c tio n .58

F igure 2.7: Jeffries w atches L isa through a
telescope in R e a r W indow as she points to the
w edding rin g she sm uggles o ut o f the suspected
m u rd erer’s apartm ent as evidence o f his gu ilt.59
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Scene 6
I look at my workout sheet one last time before I start. Five 400m ’s with two minutes rest in
between. Butterflies take flight in my stomach and I take deep breaths to calm them. This is going to
hurt. As I toe the start line and get my watch ready I muster up all of my mental strength and prepare
to drain every ounce of it into my muscles. With one 400m to go my arms hang limply at my sides and
lactic acid courses through my burning legs. My watch beeps signaling the end of my rest. I tell myself
I can endure one more minute of pain, and I’m o ff...
300m to go...M y legs hurt. Focus. Suck it upl You can do this. Be tough. Be tough. Be tough.

I walk through the stadium gates for day one of tryouts. My eyes are immediately drawn
to the almost nude male and female bodies sprinting around the track. They look like they have
been carved out of stone. I'm positive I would never wear that as I look at my baggy t-shirt and
shorts. Their confidence is enviable. My palms sweat and my heart races. I don't belong here. I'm
so getting cut.
ZOOrn to go...Lean into the curve. Lower your chin. Go. Go. Go!

Sleet soaks through my toque and hoody as I suck the freezing air into my burning lungs.
Our running shoes slip and slide on the pavement as we force our legs to carry us up the man
making Saugeen Hill, cars honking and swerving around us. One of three rookies and the only
girl, I tuck in behind the boys and refuse the formation of any gap. I see my coach out of the
corner of my eye in his yellow rain suit. I wonder why everyone calls him Jungle, and if he wasn't
so scary I would ask. "That-a-girl, Shell" he yells through the windy nighttime air. He knows I
exist! I push harder towards the stop sign at the top of the hill.
100m to go...B e smooth. Almost there. No regrets. No regrets.

"Warm-ups off! Stand behind your blocks!" the official yells, and my heart jolts. I strut
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back to the end of my lane and stare down the hurdles in front of me. I think anything and
everything that will make me run well, that will turn my fear into unshakeable confidence. I own
this track. I own this race. I'm going to take it. I'm the best. I'm the best! I'M THE BEST! My pre
race song beats through my veins; its profane and egotistical lyrics take me side to side as I feel
my spikes dig into the track. My intense stare never breaks from my lane. "On your marks." I can
barely contain the adrenaline. Get out fast. Get out fast. Pressure on my hands. Drop the head.
Silence.... "Set." A loud crack ignites the explosion and pure aggression rips down my lane,
oblivious to everything but speed.
I let my muscle and cerebral memories take me the rest of the way, my body feeding off of my past
success, reminding itself how tough I am. My legs pump furiously, my stomach muscles connect all the
parts of the machine. I look strong. My stride is smooth. I cross the finish line and reach for the
ground. I am overcome with nausea and ecstasy.
This is the beauty of sport!

His Shadow Envelops Me
I need you to be Madeleine for a while.
Scottie to Judy in Vertigo

What you love is this shadow alone; it’s for the shadow
that you want to die. That and that alone is what you recognize
as unconditionally REAL. In short, it’s this objectified projection
o f your own soul that you call on, you perceive, that you CREATE
in your living woman, and which is nothing but your own soul
reduplicated in her.60
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In Hitchcock’s 1958 film. Vertigo, the main character, Scottie, played by James
Stewart, is a detective hired by Gavin Elster. Gavin wants Scottie to follow his wife,
Madeleine, whom he believes is being possessed by a dead relative. Maintaining the
voyeuristic theme of Hitchcock’s works, Scottie stalks Madeleine for days and without
having spoken to her yet, falls in love with her, or rather with his own anima being
projected onto her.61 He likes that she is troubled and needs help. He gets to feel like a
hero when she jumps into a lake and he must save her, and he is heartbroken when she
commits suicide. Nothing can console Scottie until he meets Judy who bears a striking
resemblance to Madeleine. Not only does he project his ideal woman onto Judy, but he
buys her clothes like Madeleine’s and forces her to dye her hair and wear it in
Madeleine’s style. He reconstructs Judy to look like Madeleine, and only then can he love
her. The plot of Vertigo screams Jungian psychology, as Scottie blatantly ignores the
person that Judy is and instead falls in love with his own creation.
Jung refers to one’s shadow as being tied up with the unconscious; it is all the
characteristics that are opposite to one’s persona.62 Many male athletes with whom I am
acquainted from numerous sports present themselves to the world with a macho, toughguy persona. One can imagine then that the unconscious of these athletes, their shadow at
the opposite end of the spectrum, oozes femininity. This inner woman, according to
Jungian psychology, is man’s anima.63 The tough-guy persona of these men has no doubt
been enhanced by their participation in sport where they are expected to demonstrate
masculine qualities on and off the field. Weakness, passivity, gentleness are
unacceptable, perhaps causing them to bury their unconscious, or their anima, even
deeper.
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Jung states that everything in the individual unconscious is projected.64 Does a
deeper unconscious mean a stronger projection? Men who believe there is no place for
women in sport, except as sexual objects, are so consumed by their sexist persona that
they are completely unaware of their feminine anima. They project this anima onto
female athletes, thereby perceiving them as ultra-feminine or sexy. This keeps women in
their “proper” place and maintains the patriarchal order of sport. Mystery solved.
An ounce of femininity in female sports, the sexist man then clings to,
exaggerating it beyond all proportional meaning. He attaches the female athlete to
metaphor, as the beauty he imagines her to possess can be described in no other way
because it does not exist. Her hair shines golden like the sun. Her skin is silky smooth.
Her lips are like cherries, her cheeks like apple blossoms. The only time I’ve heard a man
described this way involved a carrot and a snowman.
Barbara Ann Scott was a phenomenal Canadian athlete in the post World War
Two era.63 Growing up in Ottawa she often trained for eight hours per day at the Minto
Figure Skating Club.66 Her strong work ethic allowed her to become Canada's youngest
rn

figure skater to pass the gold figures test at ten years old, but her achievements did not
end there. The pinnacle of her athletic career occurred during 1947 and 1948 when she
held the title of World Champion and was the Olympic gold medalist.

co

It can only be

assumed that Barbara Ann Scott was the embodiment of determination, strength, and
mental skill; a physical technician. Time magazine did not see this in a 1948 issue;
instead, through a lens of blazon anatomique they saw what they wanted to see Canada’s sweetheart:
Barbara Ann, with peaches-and-cream complexion, saucer-sized
blue eyes and rosebud mouth is certainly pretty enough. Her light brown
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hair (golden now that she bleaches it) falls page-boy style on her shoulders.
She weighs a trim, girlish 107 pounds, neither as full-bosomed as a
Hollywood starlet nor as wide-hipped as most skaters. She looks, in fact like
a doll which is to be looked at but not touched.69

Scene 6, Take 270
30 0 w to go...Look at those little shorts! Man she’s got a hot ass. I’d like to hit that.

Where is she? Ah, at the other end of the pool helping kids with their life jackets. She
seems quiet. It's the quiet ones you have to watch out for. I wonder what she's like in bed. I've
seen her around before. She's that girl my buddies were talking about. I think she's on the track
team. Track girls are jacked. It's cute. What a cute bum. Maybe work this summer won't be so
bad after all.
200 m to go...Man, her stomach is ripped, but those skinny little arMs kill Me. I could close
My hand around her bicep.

She's jumping up and down on The Ceeps' dancefloor with her teammates to
Journey's "Don't Stop Believing". I knew she'd be here. I watch her from across the room
where I stand with my teammates. She knows I'm watching. She looks sexy in her tight
jeans. Time to make my move. I force my way through the crowd, put my arm around
the front of her waist and pull her towards me. She wants me.
!00 m to go...Sweat glistens on her bare back as she moves closer and closer to the finish
line. Her long ponytail swishes froM side to side as I ¡Magine what’s underneath her sports bra. I watch
her backside and think I’d like a piece of that. She finishes and rolls onto the ground. I picture her in
My bed, panting like she is right now.
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Scene 7
I am laying spread eagle on the turf, chest heaving up and down as I try to catch my breath
when a shadow envelops me. He towers over me and butterflies take flight in my stomach. I feel the
sudden change in temperature as his broad shoulders block out the warm sun. His body, very much
present in his mind’s identity, is pure manliness. “Tough workout?” he says with a laugh. Exhaustion
renders me incapable of moving into a less compromising position. He tosses me the football he’s
holding. I wonder what he’s thinking as he looks around at the stadium that has emptied and then back
at me. His hand reaches towards me and pulls me up off the ground.
I’m standing in his shadow now, and he doesn’t let go of my hand; instead he pulls me closer. I
shiver as his fingers trickle down my spine. I let myself relax. I let myself feel safe. I look at his face
and his gaze travels up my body until our eyes meet. He looks down at me from his tall frame and I see
my reflection in his eyes. I feel his breath on my neck and am about to melt when he whispers in my
ear, “I love your body”.

I freeze

My eyes are opened.

My
heart
sinks.
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I release his grip 0 « me and step away, back out into the sun. It feels warm, and outside of his shadow
I remember myself. Lifting my eyes to the sky, a broad smile thanks the sun for its reviving rays.
Chuckling and shaking my head I continue backing away until I turn and walk. I float across the turf,
weightless and in want of nothing, reveling in my utter completeness as adrenaline washes through me.
I feel all that is right within myself.
I don’t look back.

Epilogue: A New Era of Voyeurism

I chose three Hitchcock films to assist in my examination of sport because of their
extreme voyeuristic nature and their debatable influence on movie-making and the ways
we look at one another. The entertainment industry today is taking voyeurism to the next
level. Three-dimensional films actually put the viewer into the movie while video games
are completely interactive, the player’s body becoming the controls. The paparazzi that
stalk movie stars give the world inside information, creating scandal and frustration
among the famous. Not all of them seem to mind, though, as sex tapes of Paris Hilton and
Kim Kardashian, both famous for being famous, are popping up on computer screens
everywhere. Young female stars, such as Britney Spears and Lindsay Lohan have
crumbled under the weight of the cameras, their drug overdoses, extreme partying, and
even jail time making popular topics for entertainment news.
The sporting world has followed suit. Spectacle sport has turned athletes into pop
culture icons. The cameras no longer stay on the court, as the tabloids and media pry their
way into the private lives of these stars. Facebook and Twitter allow the public to gaze
even a little deeper. We know who they’re dating, what so and so said in the locker-room,
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and what they ate for breakfast. Some athletes take their glorification to heart. I am
tempted to mention OJ Simpson, Kobe Bryant, and Tiger Woods, the latter believing in
his own greatness to such a degree that he went behind his wife’s back with twenty-some
women and Just Did It.
Where is sport headed with the influence of the extremely popular reality
television? Snooky of “Jersey Shore” tells us that exhibitionism is the new cool thing as
an astounding number of people tune in to watch her be ridiculous. The contestants on the
“Bachelor/Bachelorette” actually compete for love as millions watch them in their most
intimate moments. The title of “Big Brother “speaks for itself as do the “hidden”
cameras. We are entering into a new era of entertainment that encourages shameless
peeping into the private lives of others. What effect/affect will this have on sport?
While I have focused on the sexualized male gaze of female athletes in sport,
there is no question that a sexualization of male athletes has been set in motion. It’s not
hard to see why if one looks again to the entertainment industry to find millions of girls
swooning over Robert Patinson, their pre-teen bodies clothed in “Team Edward” T-shirts.
Again sport follows Hollywood. I am frustrated to see men posing nude or nearly nude to
advertise themselves, a product, or their sport. They don’t have to! Of course men posing
nude is no worse than women stripping down, but men’s reasons for baring it all might
seem narcissistic and shallow without the argument that women are able to use - that
getting nude is the only way for them to get attention and money. People watch male
athletes already because of their athleticism. Why are men putting themselves in this
position? Could this be yet another form of male sexism? Are they targeting women with
these sexy displays, assuming that a woman wouldn’t watch sports simply for the sport
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itself? Or are men beginning to gaze at each other, comparing their bodies to one another,
and thus, needing to prove their superiority?
It is obvious that the gaze is everywhere, and ethnography is no exception.
Gazing, in some form, is what ethnographers do in order to learn about those they study.
One only hopes that they look at others with an open mind and an effort put forth towards
objectivity. One hopes they put themselves in their object’s shoes and walk in them for a
while. But even with an open mind and a determination to remain objective, a man can’t
tell my story any better than a non-athlete can. He can’t tell you what it feels like when
men whistle at me, and unless I tell him, he is not aware of my being self-conscious about
and proud of my body at the exact same time. For this reason, I gaze inwards into my
own body to tell my own story, thereby preventing my experience from being
misconstrued as my appearance has been in sport. Some may call this navel-gazing, but
I’m not the one staring at my stomach.
Do I have a place from which to write about sport as a female? Will men
recognize my struggle or toss it aside as irrelevant? If some men cannot look at me and
see a capable athlete, will they disregard my writing, too? My experience in sport may be
different from a man’s, but yes, it is legitimate, and I will make my presence known in
this male dominated world until I am no longer a girl with a curl, a sexual object, or a
man’s projection of femininity; until “woman” and “athlete” melt together into strength,
determination, and power; until you see me for who I really am - as Maya Angelou might
say, a phenomenal woman:
Phenomenal Woman
Pretty women wonder where my secret lies.
I'm not cute or built to suit a fashion model's size
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But when I start to tell them,
They think I'm telling lies.
I say,
It's in the reach of my arms
The span of my hips,
The stride of my step,
The curl of my lips.
I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.

I walk into a room
Just as cool as you please,
And to a man,
The fellows stand or
Fall down on their knees.
Then they swarm around me,
A hive of honey bees.
I say,
It's the fire in my eyes,
And the flash of my teeth,
The swing in my waist,
And the joy in my feet.
I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.

Men themselves have wondered
What they see in me.

They try so much
But they can't touch
My inner mystery.
When I try to show them
They say they still can't see.
Isay,
It's in the arch of my back,
The sun of my smile,
The ride of my breasts,
The grace of my style.
I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.

Now you understand
Just why my head's not bowed.
I don't shout or jump about
Or have to talk real loud.
When you see me passing
It ought to make you proud.
I say,
It's in the click of my heels,
The bend of my hair,
the palm of my hand,
The need of my care,
'Cause I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That’s me.
Maya Angelou
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It’s also...
The strength of my throw,
The power of my jump,
The speed of my run,
The fist that I pump,
‘Cause I’m a female athlete
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal female athlete,
That’s me.
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CHAPTER 3
The Gender Game: Rewriting the Rules of Basketball

1st Quarter1

The court was divided into three zones,
With nine players on each team,
Equally divided among the zones.
Play would consist o f two fifteen-minute periods
With a ten minute rest in between them.
Grabbing the ball from an opponent was disallowed
In order to minimize the aggressiveness
That seemed more appropriate for the men
And to eliminate behavior that would make for less
Than the full participation o f all.
Nor, for the same reason, could A player hold the ball
For more than three seconds,
Or dribble it more than three times
Before passing it on or shooting at the basket.
And while expert play was to be valued and respected,
It could not be permitted to diminish the participation o f others.

2

-author’s interpretation of Berenson’s 1892 girls’ basketball rules
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The Game
The game is tough Fans sneer, Coach yells,
“Get on your man!”
It keeps her darting
Back and forth,
Pulled apart,
Stops on a dime,
Plants her feet
Brick wall,
But only for a moment
She takes the hit,
Bounces off the floor
The game is tough Fans boo, Coach yells,
“Play your position!”
She posts up
Pretty photos of herself,
Shuffles down the street
Bouncing breasts
Heels clicking
Shoot!
She broke a nail
Time-out for rest
She has a lay-down
The game is tough Fans riot, Coach yells,
“Get in the game!”
She hooks left,
Solid, swift
She sways right,
Timid, troubled
The buzzer rings,
The game’s not over
It never ends
She cannot please
She never wins
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There’s a struggle in the game of basketball, and it has nothing to do with
outwitting one’s opponent to get a ball in a net. This game follows its players off the
court, into the change-room, and onto the street. Only girls and women can play. The
game lives outside of me, but it stays close, a reflective haze that contains my body and
bounces my own image back at me. But it’s not really me, it’s what the game wants me to
be, as it surrounds me from all comers, pushing me one way and then pulling me another.
It gets me fired up, it kicks me when I’m down, it exhausts me. Inside I am ready to
explode and let my fire bum away that force that tries to limit me and tell me who I am.
The game is constantly challenging me to pick a side, to choose which identity is
appropriate at any given time - feminine or masculine? Woman or athlete? The images of
my two selves fade in and out of the haze, two identities that constantly fight for
supremacy, trying to dominate one another. The woman and the athlete struggle against
each other, unable to combine as one self on or off the court - the fans wouldn’t like it.
The game exists in other sports as well: hockey, baseball, soccer, boxing, wrestling, and
the list goes on. These sports promote traditional masculine characteristics; the athletes
are aggressive, physical, rough, strong, and fast. For a woman to succeed in such sports,
she must exhibit these traits, thereby silencing her femininity. For society to accept her as
a legitimate and talented athlete, she best sport Air Jordans off the court, too, and she best
not be pretty. Similarly, by convention, if this woman would like society to notice her
womanhood, she should probably stay off the court all together, and instead allow herself
to be courted. Sometimes I break, and I abide by the rules of the game, but usually I run,
so fast that the haze is left behind, and society can no longer tell me what I am or who I
should be.
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If I were a man, my gender would, undoubtedly, compliment my athletic success,
and in turn, my athletic success would feed into my masculine identity. For men, success
and acceptance in sports can be attributed to manliness and manliness is increased by the
athletic persona. Things are not as simple for women. A woman's athleticism must be
downplayed in order for her femininity to shine, and her societally-sanctioned femininity
works against her athletic achievements, sucking the athleticism out of sport and
exchanging it for cute and sexy, turning her into something to be looked at. I have
achieved despite my femaleness, and throughout my growth as a female athlete, sport and
femininity, whose reigns are controlled by the stiff hands of society, have pushed and
pulled me to choose one, or to mesh the two together in an altered sport identity, either
less female or less athlete. Where do my power, my aggressive competitiveness, my
swagger, and my will to win fit in?
This push and pull between sport and gender, specifically femininity, has sewn its
way throughout Canadian sport over time. The game female athletes are forced to play is
a result of culturally embedded femininity and masculinity concepts, which seem, in our
judgmental and finger-pointing culture, to be set in stone. Athletic traits are masculine,
and society has been taught that masculinity and femininity are polar opposites; each one
is what the other is not, and each one belongs solely to one sex. Norman Gale’s poem,
“The Female Boy,” demonstrates the opposing characteristics of masculinity and
femininity:
What in the world is the use of a creature all flabbily bent on
Avoiding the pitch, who wanders about, with a so in each feature,
devising a headache, inventing a stitch? There surely would be a quick
end to my joy if possessed of that monster - a feminine boy.
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How, then, can a woman be athletic and feminine at the same moment in time? One
answer is that she cannot. In sports, such as figure skating, where femininity and
athleticism are forced together, the athletes are victim to a lack of respect for their
strength, stamina, and skill, which are overshadowed by their beauty, costumes, and
emotional performances. When sport threads femininity into its ideology perceived
athleticism is lost, but society doesn’t seem to mind. Would the Canadian women’s track
and field team, dubbed the “Matchless Six” who had the highest standing at the 1928
Olympics, have been welcomed home by 200 000 fans4 if their manager, Alexandrine
Gibb, cleverly had not insisted on their ladylike images?5 In a sport that may be
considered the antithesis to figure skating, such as boxing, a woman’s femininity is non
existent. Helen MacMurchy describes the ideal woman as one who “never puts her
feelings before the rights of others, nor her rights before their feelings.”6 It seems
doubtful that Silken Laumann would have won a silver medal in the 1996 Olympics7 had
she been concerned about the feelings of her competitors. Does this make her less of a
woman?
In order to preserve her athleticism, a woman must either denounce her femininity
or flip back and forth between her two supposedly opposing identities. There is nothing
wrong with these choices, and I have mastered both identity-preserving techniques at
different points in my life; yet, I’ve felt that these ways of being, either completely
masculinized or shifting between a masculine and feminine identity, make society
uncomfortable. Girls are meant to be feminine and any shifting between identities must
be caused by their own uneasiness regarding her borrowed manly traits. “Female” and
“athlete” have become knotted together in a tangled mess, and my experience is no
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exception. Do I need to divorce the two in order to gain acceptance as an athlete in
“man’s” world of sport? If sport and femininity are considered collectively will this knot
become a pretty pink bow?
As I gain a deeper understanding of my own worth, abilities, and purpose as a
woman, I relive my past basketball life from old and new perspectives, hoping to
discover the best way to be myself. Paralleling my past and present questioning of
society’s requirement for me to find a balance between female and athlete is my current
struggle to understand and find a comfortable place within the world of feminism. Just as
I feel forced to choose either a feminine or athletic identity, the victor casting a dark
shadow over the other, feminism keeps me equally confused. If I am a feminist, I am
negatively labeled and appear to some as less feminine; if I act or dress in a feminine
manner, I question my place in the women’s movement. Straddling the feminist fence, I
hope to construct my own feminist ideals while examining my basketball experiences and
the perpetuation of gender inequalities in Canadian sport history, specifically sexist
sporting language, the male dominated medical influence on women’s health, clothing
restrictions for women, and feminization of female athletes.

The Playground
Warm, bright, morning sun
Invites drooping sunflower
To raise its head high
•

•

•

Haiku written by author in grade 8, 1998

J?
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Our house was built on the southeast side of town and our backyard, equipped
with the first trampoline anyone had ever seen, extended to the thick Boreal forest, grand
valleys and peaks, and sparkling Lake Superior. My carefree childhood was spent in
Schreiber, a town in the truest sense with 1000 friendly neighbours, located 200km east
of Thunder Bay. The neighbourhood kids, along with my brother, sister, and I played
outside summer, fall, winter, and spring from morning until night. In the summers, we
spent our days exploring in the bush, jumping waterfalls, and playing hour-long games of
hide-and-go-seek in an area that spanned our entire side of town. At night, the beams
from our flashlights could be seen dancing in the sky, attracting the mosquitoes, during a
game of flashlight tag at the school playground. Winter transformed our backyard into a
theme park, and we slid down long icy roller coasters, through the trees, over the jumps
until our crazy carpets finally slowed and we rolled with laughter. In this crimeless
community our parents rarely knew our exact whereabouts, but our appetites that brought
us home kept them from worrying. Schreiber was our playground, and the outdoors kept
us sheltered from gender, racial, and all other prejudices. We just played.
My upbringing reflected the rugged Northern Ontario landscape that I spent so
many hours foraging through, exploring, and basking in its rustic beauty. My love for the
outdoors, despite hungry bears, drive-you-crazy black flies, and -40°C winters, deeply
influenced my character as a child that could better relate to a “masculine” way of being.
I was fearless, tough, and competitive. Perhaps it was my time spent out of doors,
building snow forts, climbing trees, and scaling rocky cliffs, that gave me a sense of
freedom to be who I felt most comfortable being. My parents, along with my brother, five
years my senior, encouraged these typically masculine qualities within their daughter and
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sister without the slightest apprehension. The influence of my brother, as well as my
interest in “boy” activities, made me more of a little brother than sister. Matthew taught
me to play baseball, to shoot a basketball properly, and that crying was for sissies. He
played rough with me and sometimes I got hurt, but I so highly valued his opinion that I
soaked up every ounce of his attention.
At school I knew I was different from most girls. Whereas I had been taught to be
physical and tough, their gender education, perhaps influenced by their families who
were mostly traditional, Italian first or second generation Canadians, pointed them in the
direction of dolls and nail polish. The girls in my elementary school class were my
friends. We shared many interests, movie star crushes and the Backstreet Boys, but at
certain times throughout the day when the boys would go one way and the girls another,
such as recess, I could be found with the boys, among whom I was largely welcomed and
accepted. In fact, I was always one of the first picked for teams if I wasn’t already
dubbed a captain. To this day I have no idea what the girls did during recess while I was
accepting challenges to race around the jungle gym and back.
The expansive outdoors was my freedom. The wind, the hills, the rivers and trees
kept my innocence, prolonged my childhood. As I played and explored and lived as I
wish all children could, the wind swept away the consequences of my chance existence as
a girl, the hills grew too tall for my want of anything and consumerism vanished, the river
drowned the imprisoning taunts of the media, the branches of the trees swatted away
society’s prearranged path for me. As a sunflower lifts its head to face the sun, I too
raised my head and stood up straight when the sun told me to be free. The feeling now,
sitting in my apartment in a city without nature’s womb seems just out of reach. I want to
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grasp it, swallow it, wrap myself in it, and bask in its warmth. But I cannot, and that is
sad. I wonder what I have become, and why I am in this place.

Gender Fouled. Blocked. D/Ejected
Sexism did exist, even in our secluded lives, but I was not aware of it, largely due
to my lack of self-gender recognition. Although conscious of my sex, I was highly
ignorant of my prescribed character, the way girls are “supposed” to act. Phrases, such as,
“throws like a girl” and “runs like a girl” did not bother me because I did not place
myself in the same category as other girls. My arm did not resemble a lever when I threw
a baseball, I could out-run every boy in my class, and such phrases were often followed
by “except for Shellie”. These comments, in reality, made me feel special and talented.
Unfortunately, my ignorance did not last long...
“Girls over here and boys over there ”yells Mr. Barry, and Ifreeze. We have
never been separated in gym class by gender. The girls happily make their way to their
side o f the gym and I step in the opposite direction, unconsciously moving towards the
boys that I always play with. They seem excited and energized. “We don’t have to play
with the girls anymore? ” they rumble. I know they don’t mean me, but the fact that I am a
girl comes crashing down on me like a tidal wave o f oppression, and I slowly make my
way over to the other girls. Maybe it will be okay, I tell myself. But it’s not okay, and
frustration builds as the basketball is double dribbled, passes are missed, and air balls fly
from uncoordinated hands. “These girls suck!” I scream in my head, as my face burns
red and tears well up in my eyes. I blink them away and anger renders me motionless. I
feel defeated and helpless.
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When it is time to scrimmage during the next gym class I drag my feet towards the
girls ’ side o f the gym. On the verge o f tears again, I take a deep breath as Mr. Barry calls
my name, “Shellie... ’’Now what? “...you 're with the boys” he says as he nods towards
the opposite side o f the gym. My hatredfor my teacher is immediately forgotten and
feeling light as a feather I rejoin my friends.
But it was too late - the damage was done. I knew that this was only the first of
many occasions that I would be kicked in the gut because of my sex. The weight of what
I was - a girl -grew heavier and heavier with every unfair criticism and sexist
misrepresentation of who I was. With my innocence revoked and ejected from my world,
my eyes were opened to a new world that could only be described by a 9 year old as
stupid and really unfair.
In my mind’s eye I can picture that little girl as she practices her lay-ups before
the scrimmage begins. Her big, fluffy ponytail bounces high on her head. She wears a
brightly covered T-shirt bought as a souvenir from some tropical family vacation or
another. Her knobby knees are covered in scratches from running through the bush. As
she awkwardly dribbles the basketball she is completely content and oblivious to all
actions outside of her own. I marvel at her innocence, her life that is all things beautiful. I
wonder if this is how my parents saw me. I try to remember how it felt to be innocent like
this, to not worry about how I’m presenting myself and how others might judge me. I
can’t remember. It must have been amazing, like flying. Now her eyelids are brimming
with tears. She moves slowly on the gym floor among the chaos of the girls’ game. I want
to take her hand and walk her off the court. My nose tingles; she makes me feel like
crying, too. I want to squat down beside her and wipe the tears from her eyes, tell her I
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know how she feels. I wish I could explain that it’s good to be different, that she’s better
than people will sometimes believe. I want to warn her that she’s going to have to be
tough, and that she can do it. The hurt in this sensitive, little girl’s eyes breaks my heart.
They have been opened.
I was suddenly and oppressively aware, after my gym class segregation, of every
gender inequality and every instance of sexism. In my Catholic elementary school that
taught us to treat all people with the same respect, that we were all equals in the eyes of
God, I began to question the overtly masculine presence in Catholicism, my school, and
the rest of my world. As a child I asked How do we know that God is a man? Why can’t
women be priests? Why are all o f the apostles male? Were women really forced to marry
whoever their father gave them to? Sometimes women are still forced to marry whoever
their fathers give them to?! Why do the boys in my class get to go to the gym early to set
up the equipment and my job is to wash the chalkboards? Why does it seem like all
nurses are women and doctors are men? Everywhere I turned I saw something distorted
about the way the world looked at me and my gender. I didn’t fit the role that I was being
forced to play.
What is a young girl to do when the institution that aims to be the most influential
presence in her life places her in a position of subordination and insignificance? Religion
is a practice that unifies all of its adherents within their respective religious laws and
beliefs. Indeed its presence was felt in Baron Pierre de Coubertin’s revival of the
Olympic Games; as he stated:
The first essential characteristic of ancient and of modem
Olympism is that of being a religion. By chiseling his body with exercise
as a sculptor chisels a statue the athlete of antiquity was “honoring the
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gods”.. .1 was right to recreate from the outset, around the renewed
Olympism, a religious sentiment transformed and widened by the
Internationalism and Democracy which distinguish the present age...9
De Coubertin was influenced by religion in other ways, demonstrated by his admiration
for Muscular Christianity, an ethos he used to promote the idea of internationalism and
peace by way of the Olympic Games.10 Perhaps Catholicism’s hypocritical claim to
support equality amongst “mankind” also lead to Coubertin’s Olympic ideal of equality,
which sufficiently excised women and lower-class, non-white males from full
participation in the first decades of the modem Games.
The Baron was never reserved regarding his opinions of female athletes:
Women have but one task, that of the role of crowning the
winner with garlands... in public competitions, women’s participation
must be absolutely prohibited. It is indecent that spectators should be
exposed to the risk of seeing the body of a women being smashed before
their eyes. Besides, no matter how toughened a sportswomen may be,
her organism is not cut out to sustain certain shocks.11
His sentiments heavily echo those of men from two millennia ago, those of men that lived
during the multi-century era of the ancient Olympic Games, those of men who wrote the
Bible. Your desire shall be for your husband and he shall rule over you.

Biblical rules,

basketball rules, is there a difference?
In grade 7, standing on a wooden box behind the church pulpit in order to reach
the microphone, I delivered the mass readings as a church lecturer. I read words, such as
“mankind” from the Bible, the same book that also states, “Let your women keep silence
in the churches for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but to be under obedience as
1 O

also saith under the law.” Fury churned my stomach and I buried my resentment long
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enough to read the words. I was angered then and I seethe now by the fact that the false
generic pronouns found in this ancient text had survived and saturated every medium of
written or verbal discourse with what seemed to be an undying masculine domination of
language, a silencing of my voice. It was the utter exclusion of women and girls, the
s/mothering of our presence in the world through an irrefutably masculine language that
made my blood boil as I flipped through my school textbooks that read, “A good scientist
takes every safety precaution he can”, or heard phrases, such as, “every man for himself’
and “to each his own” directed towards a multi-gendered group.
Some feminists argue that women have more important issues to contest rather
than language, such as abuse or unequal work wages, but the importance of language is
vastly underappreciated. According to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, the language of a
population has discemable influences on the non-linguistic cognition of its people.14
Linguistic determinism, as the effect of language is referred to, is described by Brown
who reveals that “the structure of anyone's native language strongly influences or fully
determines the world-view he will acquire as he learns the language."15 Ironically, Brown
uses the pronoun “he” to refer to “anyone”, thus removing a female presence from the
reader’s cognition as if our existence is insignificant and non-consequential. The use of
the generic masculine is still widely employed despite many linguistic guidelines
advising against it, including the American Psychological Association (APA), the
Modem Language Association, and the American Medical Association (AMA).16
One suggestion to replace the masculine generic is to alternate between masculine
and feminine pronouns.17 As a child and teen, infuriated by the discounted existence of
girls and women, I only used feminine pronouns when referring to a non-gendered person
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in order to make up for all of the references to doctors, athletes, and politicians as “he”. I
continue to use a generic feminine when paired pronouns (she/he) sound awkward,
sometimes to make up for women’s missing presence in our own language and
sometimes because I am a woman and it just seems logical. Why would I write, “An
athlete trains for much of his day” when I am a woman and an athlete? Despite the
reasonability of using the pronoun of one’s own gender, readers may believe a female
1 o

author is implicitly making a political statement simply because she has defied
convention, albeit in a most obvious, I-cannot-believe-this-is-still-an-issue manner.
People are reluctant to change, as demonstrated by the negative perception of text
that alternates between masculine and feminine pronouns in studies conducted by
Madson and Hessling.19 Alternating texts were perceived to be low in overall quality, the
use of feminine pronouns was over-estimated, and the text was actually deemed by
participants as gender biased in favour of women.

When I write and speak with a

feminine generic and use politically correct words, such as “policeperson” or
“chairperson” I am merely using words that make sense for me to use; yet I am aware of
the possible negative backlash of those who will assume that my agenda in using
unbiased language also includes man-hating and lesbianism. Should my sexuality,
character, and general disposition be put on trial for what seems to me an indisputably
logical practice? The unfavourable opinions regarding alternating texts reflect the
negative judgments and accusations hovering over feminists and would-be feminists.

The ‘F’ Word
I ’ve never been able to figure out precisely what
feminism means. I only know I ’m accused o f being a feminist
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whenever I express opinions that differentiate me from a
doormat.
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One need not take a women’s studies course or complete a thorough investigation
of feminism to discover the negative vibe people get from the ‘F’ word. She need only
say something pertaining to gender equality in order to see the eyes roll, the eyebrows
raise, and the mouth ooze in a disapproving tone, “What are you, a feministT’ The look is
enough to make one shrink away, deny her beliefs, and sell out her fellow women. The
worst part is it’s not only men, but women, too, who scorn the people that stand up for
women’s rights. How did such a commendable movement gain such a bad reputation?
In my struggle to solidify my wishy-washy feminist identity I find I don’t know
where to start. I search through books and articles looking for someone to tell me what it
means to be a feminist in the 21st century, to tell me how to act, what to wear, what career
to choose. How do I use feminist theory to write? What is feminist theory? I drown in a
sea of unanswered questions, theories that contradict each other, feminists that say one
thing and do another. Material feminism, post-feminism, liberal feminism, radical
feminism, Marxist feminism, separatist feminism, equity feminism, conservative
feminism, ecofeminism, anti-pornography feminism, sex-positive feminism, socialist
feminism. Where do I fit in? As I weave my way through the layers of feminism I come
to the conclusion that there is not just one answer, but many meanings to take from this
one, seemingly daunting word.
The multiple meanings stem from the fact that anyone can call one’s self a
feminist, and her actions, if on a large enough scale, will come to define the word. While
Marxism was created by one person, feminist theory grows from those of an entire
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gender who writes, think, or act as feminists, whatever that might mean. First wave
feminists of the 19th and early 20th century had a clearly defined priority: to be recognized
as human beings - a logical place to start. Second wave feminism that emerged in the
1960’s reflected the fact that the suffragists’ gains were not followed up with changes in
broader social relations.

The movement could be characterized as a united front devoted

to issues of mothering, reproduction, sexual violence, and domestic labour.

What can

we say about third wave feminism, which emerged in the early 1990’s?24 What are its
goals, its unifying principles? Patricia Flewitt’s comments paint a common picture of
third wave feminism:
My experience of the 1970’s was you had a very clear definable
women’s movement. You had women in consciousness raising groups,
political parties and in trade unions, critically, organizing around a
series of demands.. .and I don’t have that sense now that there is
anything - well, there really isn’t - anything which cuts across all of
those different issues.25
Today, feminism seems less of a wave and more of a sporadic and chaotic flood, moving
out in all directions. The fluidity of the word is perhaps what people are afraid of, and is
in fact what makes me uncomfortable. Just as the real ‘F’ word has garnered many
meanings, feminism-ing around means different things to different people. My feminism
is different than yours, and I don’t want anyone to think I’m your kind of feminist. The
vast spectrum of feminisms makes it difficult to form an identity and even more difficult
to stick to it. I can skip my way along this spectrum wearing men’s clothes, then apply
make-up and wear heels, and then pose for Playboy and call myself a feminist all the way
through, taking whatever bits and pieces of the malleable definition I want in order to
serve my ego, my selfishness, my consumerism, my sexuality, my need to be accepted by
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others. Perhaps in our individualistic culture, women believe they represent only
themselves and are not concerned with a collective identity, turning the feminism front
soggy and disoriented.
The ability to mold the definition of feminism into what suits each woman best
should be an advantage to the women’s movement, but in a world of mass media
influence and consumer culture, women are not proving themselves strong enough to
resist riding the popularity train. Instead, the women’s movement is stuck in a traffic jam,
going nowhere amidst disagreements regarding what is the best path for women. Rather
than working together as a solid unit that is progressing in one direction, the women’s
movement has branched out on contradictory paths, blocking each other’s advancement.
It has become “too splintered to be of use.”
When asked to define what a feminist is in CBC’s 2011 documentary, “The ‘F’
Word: Who Wants to be a Feminist?” Germaine Greer and Naomi Wolf both replied with
basically the same answer: that a feminist is someone who wants to be recognized as an
equal to men.

This definition is hardly threatening, but it has perhaps been buried under

the stereotype often characterized by the trope of the angry feminist, a fire-breathing,
man-hating, unreasoning, shrill, humourless, ugly, frumpy, bra-burning, hairy-legged,
peculiarity.

The ignorance surrounding this image of a feminist is enough to turn

feminism into a bad word with which women, feminist and non-feminist alike, will deny
any association causing even more confusion regarding what this wicked word means.
Yet we reap the benefits of women who stood up for themselves in the past in a
world of hate and discrimination. How can we, as women of the Western world, deny
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being feminists when every day we take advantage of the rights that first and second
wave feminists fought for? P.J. Goodman writes,
Let me have a moment with those of you who have no idea the
price your First and Second Wave Sisters paid so you could enjoy the
benefits of saying you are not a feminist. Need I remind you that LESS
THAN 40 years ago a woman could not get a credit card unless her
husband cosigned for it... sister, someone cleared the path for you and
paid dearly for it.. .Do the right thing.. .and raise your fist, your glass,
or your voice to the women who cut a swathe through this jungle for us
so we could saunter along in their clear path and dare to say we aren’t
• •

feminists.

9Q

Indeed to deny being a feminist should one not also renounce the rights that women have
fought for and won through the women’s movement? Does a woman who denies any
involvement with feminism deserve to live the life for which First and Second Wave
women fought? Well, yes, because equality is a right, not a privilege; yet, denying
alliance with the feminist movement seems shrouded in duplicity. After all, my
understanding of feminism leads me to believe that the one basic principle feminists can
agree on is that a feminist is someone who believes women should be treated as equals.
Feminists would see this definition meaning that if you’re not a feminist you also don’t
believe yourself an equal to men and perhaps would not feel worthy of an education, the
right to vote, the wearing of pants, the playing of sports, or the responsibility of a job.
This word that women are afraid to use is only that, a word. Feminism, with its negative
backlash from men who perceived a loss of power from its outcome, has taken on a
negative meaning. We no longer define the word that was meant to represent us as a
progressive and strong force. Women have lost and in some cases given up control of the
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word and thus, the cause and arduous campaign for true equal rights, an unfortunate loss
in our patriarchal language.

Body Language
While sport often speaks to viewers through the language of the athletes’ bodies,
the growth of spectator sport has everyone from fans to commentators discussing sport
with a different kind of body language. This language describes the athletes’ appearances,
movements, successes and failures, team names, positions played, and their sport sub
categories. And this language is undeniably male-biased and -nuanced. Granted, it is
uncommon that blatantly sexist comments are used to describe women’s sporting events,
as only a few embarrassing blunders, such as Don Imus’ description of the Rutgers
University women’s basketball team as “some nappy-headed hos,”30 make it to the
airwaves in this era of women’s sport. Rather, it is the unconscious attitudes regarding
women’s bodies, athleticism, and presence in sport that manage to infiltrate women’s
sport media coverage, providing the opportunity for conscious viewers to witness the less
than equal appreciation for women’s athleticism that is embedded in society. As sexism
leaks out of the mouths of commentators, sport magnifies for us society’s perceptions of
women in broader society by reinforcing our position as subordinates.
Despite the gross lack of it, the most telling aspect of women’s sport media
coverage is the constant gender marking that purports that the men’s version of the sport
is the standard to which all women’s sports should be compared. In an evaluation of
women’s and men’s basketball National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
National Championships media coverage in 1989, Messner et al. found that viewers were
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constantly reminded that they were watching the “ Women’s final four,” “the NCAA
Women’s National Championship game,” that these were some of the best “women’s
college basketball teams.” In total, there were 77 instances of female gender marking
over a three game period as compared to zero instances of male gender marking during
men’s coverage, which was always referred to as “The NCAA National
Championships.” The qualification of the women’s game as “women’s basketball”
while the men’s game was just “basketball” reveals the belief that the men’s game is the
real and valued game, while the women’s game is a less legitimate version, a derivative
of the men’s.
While television broadcasters appear to have a blind eye for gender inequalities,
the fact that the sporting organizations themselves continue to perpetuate male hegemony
in sport is astonishing. Even the Olympics, an institution that claims to promote the
celebration of female athleticism has yet to cleanse itself of Coubertin’s anti-feminism
completely. In 2010 at the Vancouver Games, women competed in the Women’s TwoMan Bobsleigh. The name of this event rings male domination loud and clear. Perhaps
unconsciously, or maybe not, it declares that a bobsleigh is something that belongs to and
is operated by a man; a woman has no right in this masculine space. Are women
supposed to be grateful such an event even exists? After all, women’s ski jumping has not
existed at the Olympic level to date because, as Gian Franco Casper, President of the
International Ski Federation and member of the International Olympic Committee puts it,
ski jumping “seems not to be appropriate for ladies from a medical point of view.”34
Accepted almost universally as the weaker sex, women are constantly reminded
of their second class citizenship. According to the study conducted by Messner et al.
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female athletes are commonly referred to by their first names, whereas men are referred
to by their last names. Likewise, “girls” is used to describe the women, but men are
never referred to as “boys.”36 This male-biased language serves to present men as adults
who are independent in contrast to the infantilized female who is child-like.
I don’t have to flip through my figure skating scrapbook that encompasses my life
from ages 3 to 16 to remember that my events were the Ladies ’ Freeskate and the Ladies'
Short Program while the boys competed in the Men’s Freeskate and Men’s Short
Program. I cannot count the times I was told by coaches to carry myself like a lady. I’m
surprised I wasn’t forced to attend charm school as part of my off-ice training. Should I
have skated with books planted a-top my head to train and discipline lady-like qualities
into my body just as my forebears did at Ladies private schools? At about the same time
my BeDazzled37 body was floating across the ice, the term “lady” was used commonly to
describe the female athletes of a much less feminine sport at the NCAA Basketball
Championships.

“Lady” is used to “evoke a standard of propriety, correct behaviour,

and elegance;”39 it also suggests dependence and helplessness, recalling the age, spirit,
and practices of chivalry.40
The feminine qualifier “lady” is also used to distinguish women’s teams from
men’s at the collegiate level. The Lady Tigers of Grambling State University in
Louisiana, named in contrast to the men’s team that is simply known as the Tigers,41
reinforces the notion that the women’s game is just a sideshow to the universal men’s
game. The term Lady also serves to feminize female players in an attempt to negate their
masculine behaviour as athletes. Sometimes “lady” is placed in front of a strictly male
noun, such as Lady Bulls or Lady Statesman, echoing the oxymoronic Women’s Two-
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Man Bobsleigh. Where “lady” just isn’t enough, a feminine suffix is added to the
women’s team name, such as with the Tigerettes of Tuskagee University, Alabama, and
the Eaglettes of the Tennessee Technological University.42 The University of Central
Arkansas went as far as naming the women’s teams the Sugar Bears while the men are
simply the Bears.43 It is important to note that women are also involved in the sexist
naming of teams, perhaps unaware of the power of language.
Sexist team-naming appears in Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) as well. At
Ryerson University both men’s and women’s teams are named the Ryerson Rams.44 The
University of Regina makes a distinction between the men’s and women’s programs with
the men labeled as Rams and the women as Cougars.4' While this distinction may or may
not have been made in a push for equality, it is hard to ignore the fact that cougar is a
well-known word in popular culture that refers to an attractive, older woman sexually
seeking a younger man,46 and referring to the women as cougars ties them to a
heterosexual and possibly even sexually promiscuous identity. At the University of
Alberta, the men are called the Golden Bears and the women are called Pandas.47 The
inequality in this school’s naming is more subtle, but it still promotes gender stereotypes.
Pandas are generally considered to be gentle and docile, a fuzzy creature one would like
to snuggle up to. Perhaps their status as endangered species makes the women’s team
appropriately named.
In 1981, David McComb, a history professor at Colorado State University (CSU),
began campaigning for a name change of the women’s athletic teams, which were labeled
under the false male generic, Rams.49 McComb gained little support for his campaign
amidst a sea of backlash. Most people believed that there were more important issues to
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be taken care of and that calling the women’s teams Rams was not sexist. One student
even compared McComb’s campaign to an old-fashioned witch hunt, stating that
. .when we’ve had our burning or stoning or mascot name change, we’ll only look back
to realize that we didn’t uncover evil witchcraft or sexism, we invented it.”50 Even the
female student-athletes of CSU collectively agreed the name Ram was not an issue. In a
letter to the student newspaper, one of them wrote, “We feel that having a different
mascot than the male athletic teams is sexist; the fact that the mascot happens to be a
Ram is not....Real supporters concentrate on our efforts and accomplishments instead of
our name.”51 Which side of this argument is aligning itself with feminine ideals? Is
calling a women’s team the Rams really sexist?
I dig through my T-shirt drawer in search of my old high school track and field
singlet. My fingertips find the silky mesh and I am immediately transported back to the
days of high school sports - running suicides on the basketball court, pep rallies with
flashing lights and booming music, locker-room game plans, a huge kill at the volleyball
net, freezing morning soccer practices, my feet pounding on the gravel track. I run my
fingers along the purple letters of my jersey that form the word Voyageurs. These tactile
reminders give me goosebumps as my high school pride resurfaces, but the word on my
old singlet means nothing to me. I was not a Voyageur, and my track singlet was simply a
remnant of the school mascot that became the Stingers just before I entered high school. I
was a Stinger, some sort of non-gendered hornet or bee.
While the name Stingers appears to be more gender inclusive, I would rather be a
Voyageur, and I wish now the change had not been made. Voyageurs were tough, strong,
competitive, and unbreakable human beings who conquered the harsh and wild landscape
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on which our high school now exists. The fact that voyageurs were men seems irrelevant
to me, as it is not their sexual identity that we as female athletes aim to demonstrate, but
their rugged behaviour that mirrors those qualities necessary for success in athletics.
These qualities may have only been appropriate for males to demonstrate during the fur
trade era when the voyageur’s traversed the land, but women today, especially athletes,
share these qualities with their male counterparts. In other words, if the voyageurs still
existed today, there are women who could do the job.
Likewise, the female Rams of CSU can probably relate well to what the ram
represents. The problem, perhaps, is not the fact that a ram is a male sheep, but that the
qualities it is meant to represent are strictly masculine and aggressive, and women are not
meant to demonstrate masculinity. The real issue is the male ownership of masculine
characteristics and denial of feminine characteristics and vice versa, which is reinforced
through language and naming. From this perspective, changing the women’s team name
to a non-gendered animal could be seen as sexist in itself because it reinforces the notion
that females should not demonstrate masculine traits. Here lies the true issue: athletic
characteristics are deemed to be synonymous with masculinity, which, in turn, is
synonymous with being male. But does changing a team name address the issue? Should
the meaning of voyageurs change to include women or should feminine words change to
represent athletic qualities?
If I am a feminist do I choose inclusion or my own separate sphere away from
men? Am I a liberal or radical feminist? And if I am a radical feminist, what do I do
about the fact that a female name might be demeaning to women. What would we call
ourselves? The Cows? The Hens? The Bitches? The Pussies? The Queens? All of these
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female animal names carry negative connotations that are used in everyday language to
insult people. There are no female symbols that represent the qualities athletes possess.
As I continue to teeter on the feminist fence, swaying back and forth, my thoughts and
opinions waver indefinitely as I converse with myself...
A woman couldn’t possibly be a ram.
Why not? I ’m tough and like to charge at people.
Should the women be called sheep?
No, they should change the meaning o f ram.
Who do I call to make that happen? Hello, is this the gender police...
Is this even important?
Yes.
No, it’s the gender, not the sex that is representative o f the players. Let it go.
That’s not always the case. A women’s team called the Statesmen is sexist - such a word
should not even exist.
But why are all the good mascots male?
I t’s a problem with the meaning o f language, not the application o f it.
Society’s beliefs are expressed through language. How do we fix what society thinks?
Change the team names.
What should we change them to?
...Fuck.
Caught in the catch 22 of feminism, I don’t know where I stand, only that I want equality.
It’s hard to understand what this seemingly simple word means. What a liberal feminist
considers equality is not what a radical feminist considers equality. I feel metaphorically
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drawn and quartered, hoisted by my own gender petard. One thing is clear, language
plays a significant role in the maintenance of inequality, and it is an issue that deserves
attention.

2nd Quarter
Jumping Through Hoops and Running Social Suicides
Every sport has a culture that defines its athletes. Snow- and skate-boarding is
anti-establishment, carefree, young or young at heart, and living in the moment. Figure
skating is perfectionism, regimentation, hairspray and sequins. Track and field is proud,
individualistic, and lots of spandex. Basketball is baggy shorts and a whole lot o’
swagger. If you are passionate enough about your sport, you will eventually become it,
reproducing the attitudes and identities that define it.
My high school received students from all of the elementary schools in Schreiber
and its neighbouring community, Terrace Bay, and I was relieved in grade nine to find
that there were other girls like me that would become my teammates in every sport for
the next four years. I was the all-around athlete and my life revolved around practices,
games, my teams, and my sports daydreams. The other girls and I who identified
ourselves as athletes walked, talked, and dressed the part, sporting our Adidas tear-away
pants more often than the fashion police allowed. We sweated, got knocked down, threw
elbows, and stared down our opponents, and it was as if our gender was erased by the
game. We weren’t girls or ladies —we were basketball. On and off the court, our
femininity was silenced by this overtly masculine identity. As our femininity dissolved in
the language of basketball we shouted “Man up!” and “Get on your man!” We stuck our
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hands in our opponents’ faces as we played man-to-man defense, and as we trash-talked
our opponents with taunts like 'Poonie Kickin,’ we echoed the violence against womenthemed banter of a men’s locker room. In the catch 22 of female athleticism, a woman
can be an athlete, but in order to do so she must act like a man, thereby silencing her
womanhood. “Female athlete” is beginning to sound like an oxymoron. My basketball
teammates and I were accepted as female athletes minus the female. Would people have
come to cheer us on if we pulled down rebounds wearing makeup or if we apologized to
our opponents for bumping into them? Being tough, arrogant, and competitive are
acceptable male characteristics in sport, and we embodied them on and off the court.
I peek around the corner o f the gym door before entering, feeling timid because I
know some o f these guys won’t like playing with a girl. I'll show them I can play. I see my
coach, and relief washes over me as he smiles and says, “Hey Twix, glad you came. ” I
walk my gangly, teenage legs that resemble Twix bars over to the bench and change my
shoes. Glen introduces me to everyone, a couple o f the guys I know from school, but most
are men. We start to play, and my defender, who is half a foot taller and has aboutfifty
pounds on me, has an easy job - no one passes to me even though I am open. I ’m not
surprised, and I use my hustle to show them I can play, diving for steals and covering my
man as i f we were physically bound together. Under the net I push o ff o f my defender to
make space, my left arm extended away from him and the basket. Glen sees the target and
hits it with lightning speed. Everyone freezes as Ifeel the sting in my handfrom a pass
that was harder and faster than I knew passes could be. As I clutch the ball with my sure
hands I grab at the opportunity to prove myself to these men, and as they stand there
stunned that Glen would expect so much from a girl, I step inside for an easy lay-up. As
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the play continues I am both proud o f myself and annoyed that my ability to catch a hard
pass is surprising to all, but my coach.
As I reflect back on this simple yet unforgettable moment as a grade 12 athlete, I
can still feel the sting in my hand and remember the faces of the men who were shocked
that my coach would throw such a hard pass to a girl. What if I had missed? What if I had
broken a nail? Their faces looked as if they wanted to kiss my booboos. I am surprised
that the success of women in all aspects of life today has not wiped clean the notion of
inferior and frail female. What maintains the non-believers’ attitudes that we can’t, that
we’re not good enough, that we don’t belong? If female subordination remains
entrenched in our subconscious today, I wonder what it would have been like for my
mother and grandmothers. How far have we come, and how did we get here?

You’ve Come a Long Wav. Baby
...an exercise which allowably beneficial to the health
when practiced in the proper place, loses that merit when
a delicate girl mounts a lofty and dangerous swing just after
leaving a warm tea room, and at that hour o f all others when
the chilly dew is most prejudicial to even a strong constitution.
Kingston Gazette, April 28, 1812.53

The medical profession in Canada by and large was comprised of men during the
19th century, and it was their views regarding women and women’s place in society that
shaped the acceptable parameters of female body movement and participation in exercise
and sport.54 Doctors attempted to maintain gendered hegemony by confirming the frailty
of women through science, spreading the belief that overexertion, or in some cases any
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exertion, would put a woman’s reproductive health at risk.55 The reproductive cycle itself
was medicalized by male doctors who essentially stole control of society’s perceptions of
a woman’s ability to bear children and labeled the menstrual cycle as a problem or
disease that required curing or medical intervention.36 The power and knowledge women
had regarding their own bodies was silenced by the medical profession who claimed that
women were “at the mercy of their unpredictable and uncontrollable reproductive
organs.”57 According to Vertinsky, “the widespread notion that women were chronically
weak and had only finite physical and mental energy because of menstruation had a
strong effect upon the medical profession’s and consequently the public’s attitude
towards female exercise and sport.”58 In On the Pathology and Treatment o f Hysteria
(1853), Dr. Robert Carter argues that for a physician to
.. .assume a tone of authority .. .will of itself almost compel
submission.. .If a patient.. .interrupts the speaker, she must be told to
keep silent and to listen; and must be told, moreover .. .in such a manner
as to convey the speaker’s full conviction that the command will be
immediately obeyed.59
Women increasingly were labeled as weak, sickly, and hysterical beings.60 Doctors’
views on women were hardly objective and represented a self-fulfilling prophesy that
reflected societal expectations in which women were treated as frail and thus became
frail. The medical gaze was corrupted by gender biases.61
Females were imprisoned by their womanhood, forced to stay indoors, away from
the stresses of public life. Charlotte Perkins Gilman admonished the private sphere in
which women were forced to remain, claiming it promoted individualistic obsession
rather than a sense of belonging to something larger than oneself.

Perhaps it is this

individualistic obsession that third wave feminism cannot seem to shake, as women seem
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reluctant to be part of a movement, and to accept that their actions have meaning outside
of themselves. Locked behind the bars of housewifery, women in the past have been
conditioned to act and think as one-dimensional people. Today, in many ways, we are
still uni-dimensional, at times - often concerned merely with our own success. Are we
simply grasping at any available power we can get our greedy fingers on rather than
demanding our rights as a group? A female athlete that poses nude in a magazine might
feel empowered by the positive attention she gamers and the money in her pocket, but is
she really doing anything for women as a whole?
Gilman also argued that forced domesticity was responsible for the frailty and
weakness of women.63 Trapped in their homes, unable to experience their bodies as
healthful and physical parts of themselves, I cannot blame the women who went into
“hysterics.” As they struggled with their domestic lives, doctors were quick to stamp out
hysteria, then a definable disease that could be perceived as nonconformity.64 Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell believed hysteria to be more common among educated women due to the
overstimulation of their brains.65 Mitchell was probably right regarding a higher
incidence of hysteria in educated women, but not because their brains were tired. These
women were likely more troubled by their confines than a non-educated woman who was
unaware of her options or lack thereof might be. Mitchell popularized the rest cure for
women suffering from hysteria in the late 19th century, forcing women to remain in their
beds for months without reading or writing.66
One of his patients, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, was heavily influenced by the
medical discourse that imprisoned her. “The Yellow Wall-Paper,” her fictional story
about a woman who is confined by her doctor husband into a single room, heavily echoes
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her own experience with postpartum depression. Gilman claims that Mitchell’s rest cure
cn

brought her “perilously close to losing [her] mind.” By the end of the story, the woman
in “The Yellow Wall-Paper” mindlessly tears at the wall-paper with which she has
become obsessed, trying to free the woman she believes is trapped behind the pattern’s
bars.

During her entire imprisonment she believed, “that congenial work with

excitement and change would do me good.”69 Of course it is now widely accepted that
physical exercise has a positive effect on those suffering from depression, and the rest
cure was likely the exact opposite of what these women needed.
In the late 19th century, physical educators agreed that a small amount of light
physical activity could be beneficial to a woman’s health.70 By the end of the 19th
century physical education had been introduced in an effort to further drive home the
moral and social codes of femininity and masculinity through sex-differentiated
curriculum.

Girls’ restricted involvement in exercise was strictly for the purposes of

improving reproductive health and beauty, while boys were encouraged to participate
fully in athletics in order to develop their manliness. Activities that required “overcoming
the resistance of an opponent through bodily contact, or the resistance of a heavy object
by direct application of bodily force... [or those] requiring movement over a long
distance or for a long period of time” were deemed unacceptable for girls. As the
following except from Education through Physical Education (1934) illustrates, women’s
main purpose continued to be reproduction:
Whenever economic efficiency is the deciding factor,
restriction of menstruation is profitable; whenever fertility is of
importance, it is undesirable. This would seem to interdict a regimen
of exercise which will diminish the menstrual function for that period
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in a woman’s life when she should be fertile... What is needed is a
restriction in quantity of competition in any form. What is further needed
is to diminish the quality of competition by taking the intensiveness of
competition out of women’s athletic efforts. The exploitation of oncoming
womanhood by national or international competition is a menace to
womanhood, the magnitude of which one can only contemplate with a
shudder.
What makes me shudder is the entrapment of womanhood into which my
grandmothers and women of their time were snared. This negativity attached to being
women promulgated every facet of their lives, sport being no exception, like some kind
of original sin. I wish those doctors were here now to see me squat 290 pounds on my
back, uterus intact.

Full Court Dress
When women’s participation in “boy” sports, such as basketball and ice hockey,
became prevalent despite a lack of opportunity, the constrictive and layered clothing in
which women played kept the games moving at an acceptable “ladylike” pace.74
Throughout the evolution of the female athlete, fashion has played a defining role by
restricting women’s sports participation. Clothing in the Victorian era was more than
fabric that covered the body. It represented people’s wealth, class, politics, personality,
and of course, gender. A woman’s fashion sent a message to the world about perceived
gender roles,75 which at the time included becoming a wife and mother, always looking
her best, and acting as sexual gatekeepers who were not to tempt the men by showing any
skin. When women began participating in games, such as croquet in the 19th century, the
opportunity was viewed less as a sporting one and more of a courting one, a new avenue
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towards marriage, an institution women were heavily dependent on for survival.' In
order to present themselves as respectable and attractive, women laced up their corsets
and donned floor length hoop skirts that hid their legs and gave an appearance of floating.
Practicality was placed at the very back of the bottom drawer.
While modest changes developed within women’s clothing as their sport
participation expanded, it was the invention of the safety bicycle during the 1890’s that
brought women out of the home and into the public sphere to be physically active in large
numbers. Through her temperance publication The Lily in 1851, Amelia Bloomer
no

introduced the split skirt that became known as the bloomer and was popularized during
the cycling craze. It is often stated that women rode their way to physical emancipation,
but they weren’t home-free yet. Opponents to women’s exercise “viewed the split skirt as
men’s trousers or ‘bifurcated bags’ that created ‘unholy desires’ among boys and men.”79
Likewise some doctors believed women who rode bicycles were partaking in the public
exercise of female masturbation.
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Fashion continues to evolve, but it seems women are still responsible for
controlling men’s sexual desires. On January 24th, 2011, while speaking to a personal
security class at York University, Toronto Police Constable Michael Sanguinetti advised
that “women should avoid dressing like sluts in order not to be victimized.” This insight
into victim-shaming evidently supported by members of the police force lead to the Slut
Walk, a march through the streets of a number of Canadian cities made by women, many
of whom were dressed as the stereotypical slut. Walk organizer, Sonya Barnett, explains
that the goal of the walk is to take back the word slut, a word that has been used to
discriminate against women in a binding double standard. Through social media, such as
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Facebook, people voiced their opinions regarding the controversial event. I was proud to
see a friend of mine post the link for the walk on her Facebook wall, and then I became
livid when a man commented by defending the police officer who was just giving “tips
on how to stay safe”. He equated not dressing like a “slut” to avoid assault to using hand
sanitizer to avoid the flu. The flu does not have the ability to think and reason. I should
not have to guard myself against a human being who can reason and make decisions.
Over one hundred years after women first took to the streets in their scandalous bloomers
and rode their orgasmic bicycles, some men still believe women are responsible for
men’s sexual desires, and the word “slut” is just another example of our patriarchal
language.
Fashion remains an easily identifiable representation of who we are. In today’s
individualistic world of non-conformity, we are anxious to express ourselves in any way
possible: through social media we let our every thought be heard, and through fashion we
tell the world who we are. As a high school basketball player my fashion-sense screamed
tomboy, my jersey and baggy shorts disguising any form of feminine marking. Even
underneath the baggy shorts my teammates and I wore men’s boxer briefs. Although we
claimed it was for comfort - women’s underwear are not designed for movement (big
surprise) - it seems significant to me that our undergarments fit the sport even though out
bodies didn’t. The clothes were part of the basketball identity, they added to the cool,
arrogant, and swaggered appearance that we internalized as parts of ourselves, strutting
around to the beat of a hip-hop song that nobody else could hear.
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My B-ball Swag
I t’s more than a game.
I t ’s hip-hop music blasting through the gym,
the base bumpin ’ through your high tops right into your blood.
It ’.s' baggy shorts and an arrogant stance.
It s claiming your space,
and then claiming more.
It's driving, faking, and a beauty o f a jump shot.
I t ’s owning your opponent, getting in her face.
It s sweat and speed, confidence and aggression.
I t ’s control and knowing when to lose it.
I t ’s a feeling, a posture, an attitude.
It s basketball.

“Are you ready to show everyone that you ’re the best player on the North
Shore? ” M ike’s voice is barely audible over the screaming crowd and the blaring hip
hop music. I nod and am unable to stop the corners o f my mouth from turning upwards. I
believe him and I plan on showing it today. This is my last basketball home game o f high
school, and as I gauge the abilities o f my opponents warming up across the court, lam
overcome with aggression and competitiveness. “I ’m going to embarrass them, ” I think,
as I yank my baggy shorts down so they hang past my knees.
As I return to warm-up I am enveloped in my love o f all things basketball,
including our coaches standing on the sidelines, Mike and Glen. These basketball-lovers
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used to coach the boys, but grew tired o f their showing off and inability to check their
egos long enough to actually play the game. In grade eleven I was savedfrom the
frustration o f coaches whose only advice consisted o f “Shoot! ” Since then Mike and Glen
have turned us into a real basketball team with goals, plays, and skills.
The whistle blows and I wipe my sweaty palms on my thighs. Energy courses
through me as I wait to feel the ball in my hands. The game is rough because I make it
rough. I think o f all the ways Glen has taught me to use my body to make space and the
ball continues to land in my sure hands. Each time I put it in the net the crowd goes wild
and my confidence grows. I t ’s going to explode.
On defense I post up and maintain contact with my man. I hope she gets the ball
so I can be the one to stop the play. Pass. Fake. Dribble. Pass. The ball whizzes around
the key and I ’m on my toes, ready. The pass comes to my opponent and knowing I will
defeat her I wait for her shooting attempt. She fakes, but I call her on it, and when she
jumps to take the shot my mind is way ahead o f her. My aggression, my competitiveness,
my athleticism, my everything burst upward as my body flies into the air. My right arm
swings back and like an elastic band comes flying forwards. With intent to devastate my
hand crashes into the ball and I send it with all my power to the side wall o f the
gymnasium. The crowdjumps to its feet, arms in the air, screaming, and my teammates
are so pumped up that they, too, might explode. I bury a smile, hide my pride with no
outward reaction and man up again as our opponents prepare to inbound.
I can’t help but smile as I remember my fierce aggression and sister smugness —
my swagger. I like that girl; she’s tough. Her attitude is a piece of the basketball puzzle; it
just fits. I love that I smacked that ball away harder than I had to, and I would do it again.
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My teammates and I were full-blown athletes, meaning that there was no room for
feminine attributes, but even our male-like behaviour could not completely mask the
societal expectations that I was meant to meet as a girl, and when that particular game
was over Mike told me that I shouldn’t swat the ball away like that, and instead I should
do my best to hold onto it. I decided to take this to mean that Mike would rather us gain
possession of the ball, but I question whether he would have asked the same of a man.
My assertion of dominance was perceived by my coach as unsportsmanlike, but shutting
down shooters with such excessive force is a strategic move, as it re-energizes teammates
and defeats opponents. I’m reminded of Monica, the main character of the 2000 film,
Love and Basketball. Even though she isn’t real, her story is, and I feel bound to her by
the game. In a discussion with a male basketball player, she argues, “You jump in some
guy’s face, you talk smack, and you get a pat on your ass, but because I’m a female I get
told to calm down and act like a lady. I’m a ball player, okay?” Even my basketball
identity, my only identity at the time, was challenged by negative perceptions of female
competitiveness, quartered out of my wholeness as a human being.

3rd Quarter
Camille: I don’t know why I keep wishing you ’ll
grow out o f this tomboy thing.
Monica: I won

I ’m a lesbian.

Camille: That’s not funny.
Monica: That’s what you think, isn ’t it? Because
I ’d rather wear a jersey than an apron? 83
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Foul Shot
During the bus ride home after my last high school basketball game, my eyes
intermittently welled up with tears as I tried to hide my sadness while halfheartedly
joining in my teammates’ made-up songs and jokes. Knowing that my basketball days
were over, I was unsure of who I would be without the game. At home, I put on my
uniform one last time and asked my mother to take a picture of me for my photo album. I
close my eyes and I remember every detail of that picture. My white socks on the beige
carpet, how the furniture is neatly arranged behind me, my messy hair, and tired
expression. This is not a flattering photo, but I didn’t care then and don’t care now; I only
care that I have a physical reminder of the game I used to play, the game I loved, and was
good at. In the picture I deftly spin my basketball on my right middle finger, and there is
a smile on my face. Studying the photo inside my closed eyelids I can feel that the smile
is fake, but I’m not sure why. Is it because I’m sad that the season is over, or am I
uncomfortable because this girl in her jersey and baggy shorts has never been
photographed before? I remember every detail of this picture because it’s the only one.
Among hundreds of photos of me figure skating and running track, this artificiallyconstructed moment in my living room is the only one that captures me as a basketball
player. I have mixed feelings about the photo. It’s so silent and rehearsed-looking. It
doesn’t really remind me of the player I was; it doesn’t scream and shout at me like an
action shot taken during a game may have. I don’t look tough and aggressive. Away from
the game I appear to be the nice and quiet girl that I know I was, and I don’t like it. It
leaves me searching for my athlete self, the girl who was fast, intimidating, physical, and
the leader of my team. Even the ball that spins on my finger is such a weak representation
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of my B-ball swag. At the same time, this picture takes me home to the person I was,
unbending in my athletic desires. A small, but real smile crosses my face. If that girl only
knew what was coming.
I left my Stinger days behind and took up my new identity as a Mustang at The
University of Western Ontario. As an athlete on the track and field team my eyes were
opened to a new way of being female that I had not witnessed throughout my life in
rugged Northwestern Ontario. At practice the women’s track and field team appeared to
me to be just like other teams I had played on, only tougher. In their sweat pants and
ripped T-shirts these women lifted heavy weights and finished hard workouts without a
complaint. Away from the track they were unrecognizable. In their stylish clothes, madeup faces, and perfect hair-dos, one would never guess they were tough as nails. It donned
on me that I didn’t need to be a tomboy to be an athlete. It was okay to dress and look
like a girl. Or was it? Would I still be respected as an athlete? Would I be turned into a
sexual object? Would I become weak and prissy? Was I being anti-feminist? It seems
absurd, as I sit alone at my desk that I am questioning my athletic identity now, at a point
when I am tougher and stronger than I have ever been. My feminine side does not in any
way interfere with my ability to kick ass. And yet, during my track days, like two
oppositely charged magnets being forced together, I tried somehow to mesh my two
identities, always carrying my varsity bag that identified me as an athlete if I was wearing
feminine clothing.

Sorry. But I’m Not Sorry
Janet Felshin coined the term “feminine apologetic” to describe athletes’ feminine
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behaviour away from the sport. This “syndrome” involves overcompensating for one’s
masculine behaviour on the court by acting in traditionally feminine ways off the court.85
According to Felshin:
Basically the apologetic suggests that the woman athletes can
appear feminine, which is why so many descriptions of women’s sports
include references to the attractiveness and physical attributes of the
athletes; is feminine, which has to do with sexual normality and
attractiveness, as well as so-called lady-like behavior; and wants to be
feminine, which means that social roles are valued more than sport
roles, and life goals include marriage and motherhood rather than being
os

a champion athlete.
Are these my only choices? The first option reinforces the notion that I am responsible
for being sexualized during athletic performance. The second option states that
attractiveness requires femininity, and I don’t know what lady-like behaviour is - I act
like a respectable human being. The third option means that if I want to be feminine then
I’m not an athlete and I really only care about finding a man to father my children even
though men can be athletes while at the same time be attracted to women and look
forward to marriage and fatherhood.
While the theory of the feminine apologetic attempts to describe a struggle that
women face, it is in itself extremely sexist. The term implies that I have something to
apologize for regarding my masculine behaviour, when in reality my athletic identity is
simply a part of who I am, and a part that I am proud of. Why is it so hard to believe that
another part of who I am might be feminine? My “apologetic” actions are identical to
those of many non-athletic women, but these women are not assumed to be balancing out
their gender identities; they are just being who they are. Female athletes aren’t always
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playing defense. The fact that Elvis Stoijko likes martial arts is not viewed as him
apologizing for his involvement in the feminine sport of figure skating; it’s just another
part of who he is.
Where is the masculine apologetic for male athletes in “feminine” sports, and a
more interesting question in my opinion, where is the masculine apologetic in women’s
sport? In my experience in women’s athletics, I am infinitely more aware of a masculine
apologetic, than a feminine one. My knowledge of myself and many other female athletes
informs me that many women indeed downplay their femininity for fear of appearing
“girly” and less athletic. They apprehensively try out bits and pieces of a feminine look in
order to test the waters - mascara one week, nail polish the next. Some may realize a
feminine look is not for them and maintain their tomboyish-ness, but those who embrace
a more feminine style often still feel the need to reinforce their athletic priorities of
strength over beauty by making jabs at girls that flip their hair and say “like” a lot. The
fact that some female athletes have a feminine appearance off the court is not an issue as
the “feminine apologetic” maintains. The fact that some female athletes are afraid to be
feminine off the court is an issue, and the “feminine apologetic” essentially has created
yet another judgment for female athletes to face.
tVi

In the first half of the 20 century female athletes were forced to apologize for
their masculine athleticism. The Edmonton Commercial Graduates was a competitive
female basketball team from 1915 to 1940; they won most of their matches against men’s
and women’s teams in Canada and Europe.

Unlike my basketball identity that

encompassed all aspects of my life, the women of the Edmonton Grads left their athletic
profiles on the court and displayed “ladylike” behaviour off the court. Following their
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coach, J. Percy Page’s rules of feminine conduct the women dressed like ladies and
refrained from unacceptable behaviour, including “smoking, drinking, and chewing
oo

gum.” Their showcase of traditional femininity is undoubtedly what persuaded society
to accept them into the world of sport and remain there as role models for young female
athletes. They were unable to completely embrace the athlete persona for fear that they
would be perceived as too masculine, and as was common at the time regarding female
•

athletes, their appearances were talked about before their skills.

on

Whereas I denied

traditional feminine qualities in order to be respected as an athlete, the Grads were forced
to display their femininity, properly, in order to be allowed to compete.
While I refuse to apologize for my behaviour, this does not stop others from
apologizing for me and other female athletes through sexualized and feminized media
portrayals. Female athletes constantly are characterized as women first and athletes
second through descriptions of their appearances and discourse involving their
relationships with men and their children, which are mentioned in an effort to prove their
heterosexuality and make them “acceptable” to society. Consider, by way of example, the
Spring 1997 issue of Sport Illustratedfor Women. On the front cover of this issue, Cheryl
Swoops is pictured smiling on the cover with a basketball in one hand and her other hand
resting on her very pregnant stomach, as if to say, “I’m a phenomenal basketball player,
but I’m not a lesbian and I haven’t forgotten my duty as a woman.”90
I recognize that I cannot control the way my entire gender is portrayed by the
media in sport, but I can control what I say about myself through my own appearance.
The weight of my overly symbolic clothes drags me down. Is the emergence of my
feminine side reminiscent of the Edmonton Grads and their off the court, ladylike
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behaviour? Have I taken a step backwards? Are my clothes anti-feminist? When I wear
traditionally feminine clothing, am I reinforcing the dualistic division of social and
economic life between men and women?91 Is a push-up bra not just another form of the
corset, one bodily constraint and gender-shaper exchanged for another? Fashion, make
up, diets women go on to fit into the fashion are all examples of disciplining the feminine
body in order to create an object for consumption. I cannot deny this, yet I wear tight
jeans and make-up. This is Canada in the 21st century, not Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s
fictional utopia Herland, a place where women reproduce without the presence of men.
Am I a terrible feminist if I use my appearance to attract men? If I don’t want to die
alone, living in a house full of cat companions? Where is the line between feminism and
anti-feminism? How much make-up am I allowed to wear before I start setting the
women’s movement back? How do I reconcile this quarter of my existence as a woman?

4th Quarter
When my career as a Mustang was over, I moved back home to Schreiber and
began teaching the grade 5 and 6 class at my old elementary school. Ironically, I sat in
the same desk that Mr. Barry sat in when he taught me fourth grade. In my time away
from home I had changed tremendously, but I soon found that my humble little town had
not. When I asked my students to line up at the door they immediately separated into two
lines, one for girls and one for boys. I insisted on one line. When it was time to clean up
the classroom after a messy art class, the boys stayed in their seats. I handed them wet
rags. When I heard a boy refer to knee push-ups as girl push-ups I got down on the gym
floor to everyone’s delight and that boy and I had a push-up competition, and when
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another boy used the phrase “runs like a girl” I challenged him to a race. I was not a
traditional kind of teacher, certainly not a traditional female teacher. I was not interested
merely in teaching the curriculum, but rather using it to instill confidence in my students
while unveiling their potentials to them. A large part of that meant shattering the gender
order that had been instilled in these children by their parents, former teachers, and the
school system in general, and an even larger part was showing the girls and boys in my
class that they could break out of their shells and be who they wanted to be, whether that
was feminine or masculine.

Back at my old elementary school where I used to prove myself in every gym
class, I was still proving myself and my gender, except now I was a grown woman and an
accomplished athlete trying to teach a little boy that my gender does not mean that he is
better than me. The women’s movement hadn’t come very far in 15 years. Is feminism
dead? Do people just not care anymore? During the question and answer period of the
2009 Miss Universe competition, Miss Venezuela, who went on to win, was asked, “...in
many parts of the world obstacles still exist that impede women from achieving their
goals in some corporations. What can women do to overcome this?” She answered, “I do
believe that we have reached the same level as men have. We must realize that there are
no longer any barriers amongst us.” Christina Hoff Sommers would likely agree. This
self-proclaimed conservative equity feminist believes that women have achieved equity;94
the opportunity is there for the taking, and if a woman doesn’t take it then she is the one
at fault. In “The F Word: Who Wants to be a Feminist?,” Sommers rolled her eyes at the
idea of women’s studies courses, which to her now were completely irrelevant and should
instead be called “Paranoia lOl.”95 In a presentation on Title IX at the Rutgers University
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Federalist Society, Sommers ranted about how many more women than men there are in
higher education today, expressing her distress regarding the men who are being left
behind.96 This “feminist” appeared to be more concerned with men’s issues while
downsizing women’s. She goes on to mention how men’s athletic teams are getting cut in
an effort to reach equity in sport, and states that equity is not possible because there just
isn’t the same interest in sports between men and women.97 This may very well be true,
but I find it hard to believe that a former university professor would not question why it
might be true. This woman must never have played sports, worked in a male-dominated
profession, or ran for office. If she had played, she would not have missed the fact that
many women would be intimidated and apprehensive to enter these predominantly male
domains, that many would feel unwelcome, or that many may have never considered it
while their parents were buying them Barbie dolls and telling them how pretty they were.
With women like Sommers calling themselves feminists while blind to the barriers that
do exist for women, it’s no wonder the third wave has gone out with the gender-affirming
tide.
I can scratch this type of feminism off my list of possibilities. I do not believe we
have achieved equality, and as I write this paper my senses are acute to any and all forms
of sexism. I see and hear it everywhere. It comes from the mouths of both men and
women - my friends, sitcom characters, news reporters, and songs on the radio. In David
Guetta and Akon’s “Sexy Bitch,” Akon serenades me with, “She’s nothing like a girl
you’ve ever seen before. Nothing you could compare to your neighbourhood whore. I’m
trying to find the words to describe this girl without being disrespectful. Damn, you’s a
sexy bitch, a sexy bitch.”98 Really, Akon? In your attempt to describe a woman
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respectfully the best you could come up with was “sexy bitch”? Women are not looked
upon as equals. We are socialized to be a certain way and chastised when we don’t follow
the rules. But what do the rules of being female mean to the diaphanous rules of
feminism? How is it possible that being feminine might be anti-feminist? My brain
begins to overload with labels and mixed messages, and I consider escaping to my
familiar northern Ontario forest where I could build a tree-house, dress in leaves, and live
out my days in simplicity and peace."

Cutting Down the Net
It’s easy when I travel home to Schreiber to slip back into my innocence, to
experience nature, and to just be. But I cannot deny that I have lost some of my
ruggedness, my Northern Ontario grit. My femininity has grown and edged its way into
my identity. It exists alongside my “masculine” traits that make me a good athlete, and I
believe that if we lived in a world where gender equality was achieved, the presence of
my supposed polar characteristics would not be questioned. Phrases and words, such as
“feminine apologetic”, and “all female athletes are lesbians” make me question my two
identities and the reasons that they exist. They divide me, they quarter me when I seek
wholeness, me in 4/4 time. In the same way that I worry my femininity interferes with
others’ perceptions of my athleticism, I also worry that my femininity may be perceived
as anti-feminist, or as me falling into the trap of pop culture, media, and consumerism.
My uncertainty stems from the many and varied feminist ideologies that clash and clang
around in my brain until I forget who I was to begin with. I close my eyes and sit quietly
and still in an effort to remember. It seems impossible to silence all of the voices in my

head that don’t belong to me, but rather to my parents, the media, my coaches, my
teachers, and my friends. Shut up I tell them. I ’m trying to remember who I am! Slowly
the voices fade and there is silence. Great. Nothing. I have no voice. Shut up! I say again,
but this time to myself. I embrace the silence and wait. It comes to me not in a voice, but
a feeling, the sudden awareness of my body and its strength as I sit up straight. My heart
skips a beat and butterflies whirl in my stomach. Then I remember. I love running in the
autumn wind, jumping in muddy puddles, and coming home dirty and spent. I love sports
and being an athlete. I love being aggressive and winning. I love physically dominating
my opponents. I love knowing when I’m the best. I also love to paint. I love to read. I
love the feeling in my stomach when the guy I like puts his arm around me. I love my
family, and I want one of my own someday. I love my body and the strength it represents.
I appreciate fashion and sometimes like to look my best. I am layered in unique selves
that unfold to reveal the whole of my person. Deal with it, and if you cannot, you can
Feminism off.
The problem lies in the way we characterize men and women as polar opposites.
Why do my actions need to be defined as either masculine or feminine? And why, when
so many female athletes are demonstrating masculine traits, has the meaning of
femininity not evolved to include these traits? We are trapped in the meaning of words
that define us as either acceptable or peculiar. If basketball is a masculine sport, then why
can so many women play? Because it is not a man’s sport - it is a tough, fast-paced, and
physical sport, and these traits have traditionally been held captive by man. But the rules
of the game are changing. The haze that surrounds me, created by the pollution of
society’s subordinating reign, cannot keep up with my sisters and me. I can feel the spark
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of feminism grow. Get off the bench, women, and write your own rules! Be yourself,
unapologetically. To quote Jelaluddin Rumi, the 13 Century mystic and poet, “The drum
of the realization of the promise is beating, we are sweeping the road to the sky.”100

A Quarter Catches my Eye
A quarter catches my I
Sparkling beneath the grin of Chaos
It dances across the copper-covered floor,
Swept up in the waves of discontent,
As angry hands disturb the calm surface
On the third wave I pluck it from the water
To weigh it in my palm
And measure my worth
It is heavy and light as a feather
Metamorphosis makes me fly
Wings beating in quarter time
To the song that lifts me higher
Away, away from man-not-so-kind
Who only wants one quarter
Who only wants to court her
Away, away from woman-bound-in-time
Meant to sit on her ‘hind quarter,
Strangling umbilical cord, her
Chance birth as a daughter

Has her hung, drawn, and quartered
She pulls her selves into her center
I am drawn in, running, jumping, dancing
Towards the black hole
There is only chaos, nothingness,
And then I create myself
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CHAPTER 4
Figure Skating Towards Forgiveness

There’s nothing like walking into an empty arena and taking in that first deep
breath. The smell o f an ice rink is one that cannot be described or imagined; it can’t be
remembered, but is never forgotten. It's the same anywhere you go, reminding strangers
that they know what to do here in this familiar place they’ve never been to before.
Nobody to watch, nobody to please, but an ignited spirit, the empty sheet o f ice is an
invitation to creativity, opportunity, beauty, freedom... and love. Soft lights give my
canvas a dull, misty glow. No lines, just space. In my dreams it is perfect.

I dare not carve my blade.

Friday

The plane skips along the runway once or twice like Barbara Ann Scott’s “shiny
air chariot”1before its wheels can handle the tarmac. My stomach lurches up and down
with it as I stare out the window at the Thunder Bay Airport. A split second of panic
overcomes me before I push the reason for my visit to the back comer of my mind and
pretend I’m just here to visit my family and friends. Coming home is always easy. I can
slip back into my old life as a happy kid and restore my role as daughter and younger
sister with comfortable ease. Without my laptop or cellular service it’s easy to forget
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school, its looming deadlines, relationships, the noises of the city, and my adult life. The
seatbelt sign is turned off, and I wait impatiently for the people ahead of me to exit. My
knees bounce up and down erratically until I plant my heels and awkwardly hover over
my seat, unable to sit any longer. My legs feel stiff from my two flights, and the calm,
relaxation that I tricked myself into for the duration of the mile high torture has snapped.
“You’re in a chair in the sky. You’re in a chair in the sky,” I told myself over and over,
hoping the grandeur of technology that we take for granted might distract me from my
very small seat and the very large man next to me encroaching on my space.
I take a deep breath of fresh air as soon as my head clears the plane doors, and my
anxiety disappears. Almost home. I walk through the familiar halls of the airport and into
the waiting area where I automatically scan the pre-boarding crowd for familiar faces.
Nope, not today. As soon as I pass through the next set of doors I spot my parents sitting
side by side on a bench. Their faces light up when I walk into the empty space they had
been watching in anticipation. 1 can’t help but allow a huge smile to stretch across my
face as familiarity and comfort wash over me. My dad looks the same as always in his
khaki shorts, collared shirt, and running shoes. His belly hasn’t gotten any smaller, but
his hair might be a tinge whiter. My mother looks different than I remember because in
my head I always picture the mother from my childhood who had a short, wash-and-wear
hairdo that made her curls manageable, no make-up, and plain clothes. Now, she brushes
her long, straightened hair over her shoulders and smoothes out her colourful shirt as she
walks towards me. Her arms open and I give her a long, tight hug. “Did you shrink?” I
ask as I tower over her, my chin at the top of her head. My dad moves forward and hugs
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me, too, kissing me on the cheek. “Shellie girl, welcome home,” he says, and we all step
back and smile at each other, happy to be together again.
We make a few stops in Thunder Bay, the mall, the Superstore, a Canadian Tire,
before beginning the last part of this tedious journey home, a two hour drive east on the
TransCanada Highway. Sitting in the back of my parents’ van I enthusiastically answer
all of their questions about me, my school work, and my friends until they finally run out
and I can sit back and listen to them banter back and forth like a pair of old friends. I
stare out the window as glimpses of Lake Superior come into view through the trees that
haven’t quite bloomed yet. The road winds along with the rocky shore that has been
carved into beautiful ruggedness. The waves lap onto the rocks, and I imagine how cold
the deep, dark blue water is. “When did the Edmund Fitzgerald sink?” I ask my father
more to amuse him than to alleviate my curiosity. He always knows this sort of thing.
“’75! No survivors!” he exclaims with self-satisfaction and begins to sing Gordon
Lightfoot’s lyrics to “The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald”. Mom chimes in theatrically
with “big lake they called ‘Gitche Gurnee’” and I chuckle. When they get to the part
about the gales of November I think this song has gone on long enough and interrupt with
anything I can think of. “Why do you guys still have a van?” I shout over their off-key
Lightfoot impersonations, but I know the answer before they respond.
It’s been eight years since I, the youngest of three children, left home for school.
I remember the five of us and my grandmother driving west across Canada as a child,
singing songs along the way and playing word games. I remember the dozens of times
my parents made the 12 or so hour drive to southern Ontario to help us move into
residence or a new house or apartment. I remember the summer my dad drove for an
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entire day to get to me and bring me home when I had a bad case of mono. We left a few
hours after he arrived and he again drove for an entire day while I slept in the seat beside
him. I remember the time he came to bring me home for the summer after my first year of
university. It was the first time I had seen him since the arthritis hit, and I was blindsided
by the obvious pain he refused to complain about that kept him from carrying my
makeshift, milk crate luggage. It was also the first time I considered the fact that my
parents were people, not all-knowing, immortal superheroes.
Now, as their only child who isn’t settled down, their youngest child, the forever
student always unsure of my life’s path, they can’t seem to let go of me. I know they still
have a van because of me, in order to help me move when I need it, in order to feel like
the family that went on road trips, lived under one roof, and ate dinner together every
night, in order to feel like the parents we needed to feed, clothe, and love us. Even though
eight years have passed, I don’t think my parents can remember who they were before
their lives became their children.
For the next half hour I question and contemplate my upcoming collection of
research. I bring my project to the forefront of my mind, fearing that to ignore it any
longer would be dangerous. Home is too easy; I’d likely get sucked into the peaceful and
happy ambiance and forget why I’m here all together. Figure skating, figure skating, I
repeat in my head over and over as memories flash in and out of my mind. The feeling of
flying down the ice, wind in my face, stretching my limbs out to the ends of the rink
comes from inside me and makes me want to jump out of this stuffy van and do split
jumps all the way home. But that feeling never plays long enough on my memory reel
before darkness shuts it down, reminding me of the joy that no longer exists because that
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person is locked up in a cell, far away where her love of skating can’t suck me back into
that tumultuous world.
My eyes involuntarily flicker to my parents. Is this even worth it? Why am I
doing this? Will my parents understand? Will they be hurt? What about my sister? Why
am I rehashing old wounds, wounds that I thought had healed? I scratch that last thought
immediately from my mind, knowing it’s not true. My figure skating damage had never
been repaired, never talked about, never acknowledged, only buried. I am terrified to dig
it up these demons, and even more terrified to write about them. I search for a reason to
cut myself open and let all this hurt out. If s just for school I tell myself, but I know if that
were true I could write this last chapter about someone else’s experience as a feminized
female athlete, maybe Barbara Ann Scott, finish it up in a couple of weeks and complete
my thesis without the faintest hint of personal sentiment. But I know that would be
cheating. I have more to offer than an impersonal, third person rendering of the sport that
was my life for thirteen years. Maybe it’s time for the hurt to be released.
This paper is a fragment of me. It is an autoethnography in figure skating, a sport
I participated in from the ages of 3 to 16. I’ve travelled home to the place where I grew
up in order to unearth my figure skating memories, feelings, dreams, wounds, and that
self that was been buried six feet under a decade ago in an act of self-preservation. Like
J.D. Salinger and Ray Kinsella “going the distance” in Shoeless Joe, I am “mixing a
-3

cocktail of memories, and history, and love, and imagination.” Once the Schreiber earth
crunches beneath my feet, I will begin to plough away my own figurative baseball field
that perhaps, too, will resurrect a long lost athlete, just as Ray’s baseball field allowed
Shoeless Joe and his Black Sox teammates to once again play the game they loved. In
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this week-long collection of metaphorical fieldnotes, I chronicle my past life as a figure
skater as I remembered it then and as I see and feel it now. Through photographs, video
performances, conversations with family members, and a trip back to the old arena
feelings and memories are evoked that have been buried deep inside me for ten years.
This paper examines figure skating’s feminine ideals, frozen in the winning mentality
that is taught to children in rinks throughout the world. I write to give a voice to my
child-self who could not find the right words to express herself, with the hopes that
sharing my experience may bring meaning to the experiences of others and perhaps shine
some light on the shadow of this sparkly sport.
As we descend down Walker’s Lake Hill into my sleepy town of Schreiber it feels
like I never left. Everything is just the same, yet looks a little more welcoming in my
nostalgic state. At home, I wander around the house for no particular reason other than to
reacquaint myself with it, unnecessarily of course - nothing has changed. I linger in the
family room, which has a table placed in front of a large south-facing window. I picture
my dad sitting here for hours every day, writing, planning trips, and playing with figures
on his calculator. I look out at the distant mountains covered in green alongside deep,
blue Lake Superior. Even after 25 years this view never gets old. A memory takes me by
surprise as the vision of a For Sale sign on our front lawn flashes into consciousness.
Guilt makes me flush as I remember how my parents decided our family would move to
Barrie when I was in grade 8 in order for me to train permanently at the Mariposa
National Training Center. At the time, I was muddled with internal conflict. My family
planned to give up the lives they knew all so that I could try to succeed in a sport.
Wouldn’t my parents miss the house they had built? Would Grandma visit? Would my
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sister resent me forever for making her leave her high school friends? Would my brother
be mad that he would now have to visit us in a house and city where he had never lived?
What if I didn't succeed? What if I didn’t make new friends at the high school whose
population was larger than my entire town? I consider why this recollection is somewhat
unfamiliar because it has not been linked to the chain of bad figure skating memories, and
I realize it’s because Schreiber’s bad housing market saved me. During a time when the
mine had closed and the pulp and paper mill's future was uncertain, nobody was buying
houses in Schreiber. This failure wasn’t my fault, and I was freed from this enormous
pressure that had been placed on me without having to admit that it was too much, that I
was afraid it would all be for nothing. But I realize that perhaps there is more to my
figure skating turmoil than has consciously presented itself to my memory. What else
lurks in my subconscious?
I find my Dad in the living room watching Peter Mansbridge report on Gaddafi’s
latest madness. “How’s your o f pal, Peter?” I ask him, and he laughs. We watch the rest
of the news together, and I’m glad to be home.4

Saturday

Today I ’m going to go skating. The thought is in my head even before I’m fully
awake. My stomach flip-flops, bringing me into full consciousness. Today I ’m going to
go skating, I think again and wonder what it will be like. I’ve skated a couple of times in
the last ten years, but it hasn’t been with the intention of reconnecting with my childhood
self. Will I be brave enough to take the leap into my past? Will I fall hard against the
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darkness that hides in the corners of my life’s arena? Then I think of gliding, nothing, but
gliding. That feeling of flying once again spreads from my center to the tips of my toes
and fingers, and I stretch spread eagle under the covers.
On the way to the arena my sweaty palms grip the steering wheel and I wonder if
maybe I should have waited a couple days to jump this deep into my figure skating past
where ghostly shadows lurk. What if I melt into the blue line and become one with it, and
I can never leave it and it can never leave me? What if the red circle gets hold of me, and
round and round I go forever? As I park the van the memories start to flow, but it’s easy
not to stop them. These are the good ones. My sister and I climbing out o f a warm van,
careful not to let our plastic skateguards slip on the snowy ground. We hurry inside to get
our almost bare little legs out o f the freezing outdoors. As I step inside my old arena I
remember what it was like to be in this place more than I remember school. The faces of
the Schreiber Figure Skating Club flutter through my mind along with music, costumes,
and a sense of excitement. The feeling is like Christmas as I try to see through the haze
and pinpoint exactly what I’m remembering. There is much to be done, and people hustle
and bustle about making preparations. I ’m too young to help so Ijust skate. Men have
hammers and are building something, someone’s playing with the lights, a song keeps
stopping and starting from the same place, some o f the other skaters are wearing funny
outfits. Everyone is energized and working together. We’re putting on a show! I think
with excitement as I recognize the memory that is too foggy to be much more than a
feeling. Warmth washes over me, for a second I think I might cry. This is my rink.
I sit down on the familiar brown bench and take out my skates. I’m glad it’s a
sunny, Saturday afternoon and the place is empty. I can take my time and enjoy this.
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Enjoy. Yes, I’m enjoying this. I thank the figure skating gods and goddesses for allowing
me to live in this happy time of my past life for a while. I know it won’t all be this easy,
but I push the thought from my mind. I pick up my left skate first, automatically. Left
always goes on first. No reason, it just does. The remnants of my past that remain in my
muscle memory give me a comfortable feeling, and I can’t help but think of how figure
skating has been both my friend and my enemy. Skating makes me hot when I’m cold
and cold when I’m hot; it lets me be graceful, poised, and elegant, while remaining
strong, fearless, and destructive; it is my shadow and my light, the simultaneous melting
and maintenance of my dualistic nature. Ursala Le Guin wrote in The Left Hand of
Darkness,
Light is the left hand of darkness
And darkness the right hand of light.
Two are one, life and death, lying
Together like lovers in kemmer,
Like hands joined together,
Like the end and the way.5
Mind and body. Femininity and masculinity. “Both and one. A shadow on snow.”61
enjoy these thoughts that seem personal, yet far away, like I’m looking at figure skating
through binoculars while standing safely on this side of the time warp.
I hold my left skate in my hands, but I don’t put it on right away. Instead I pick up
the other one and hold them both on my lap, running my fingers over the smooth parts
and then exploring the spots where my toepicks have chewed out small chunks of leather.
“Toepick,” I say to myself as I remember the male hockey player from the 1992 romantic
comedy, “The Cutting Edge,” unable to handle the unfamiliar, jagged edges at the front
of his figure skating blades. I slide my hand inside my right boot and feel the curve that’s
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been molded from my ankle. This is not the first time I’ve had a quiet moment alone with
my skates. The blade is cool to the touch and moisture circles the fingerprints I leave.
Holding the blade in front of my face I peer at the reflection of my eyes, and I end this
conversation with my skates by telling them it’s been too long.
My laces cut into my soft fingers as I tie them and remind me of how long I’ve
been away, but the automatic speed with which I loop around the hooks and criss-cross
back and forth fills me with anticipation. My fingers remember. The first couple of steps
feel like they probably felt the first time I walked in skates, and I can’t believe how stiff
these things are, but all is forgotten when I step through the doors into the cold. And there
it is, that fresh arena smell. I fall through a time warp and all of a sudden I’m a kid who is
excited about all of the things I’m going to do on the ice, just like I was in the beginning
of it all. I can picture my younger self out there. No coach, just Mom in the stands, and
all of the other skaters have long gone home. The zamboni guy leans on the boards
watching me, not wanting to kick me off because of the pure brilliant joy that carries me
back and forth, trying this and that.
I look to the stands to smile at my mom, but she’s not there of course. I don’t need
her, I tell myself and erase her from my mind. As I step onto the freshly flooded ice my
heart races. My balance is way off and it feels foreign at first, but in half a minute I’m
flying around the rink, listening to my blades carve half-moons all over this blank sheet
of possibility. I feel inclined to skate to the middle of the ice and do a backspin, and then
a sit spin, and then a camel change camel. These names sound ridiculous to me as I think
through the order of things I would do at a normal practice. But I’m not here to practice, I
tell myself, and I keep skating round and round, waiting for the courage to stop looking
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like a recreational public skater and become the graceful and expressive athlete I used to
feel like, the one I can see in my head.
I stop letting my arms swing limply around my waist, but then I feel like even
more of an idiot holding them stiffly at the sides of my torso. I try to extend each push
and point my toes, but it’s awkward and too dainty feeling. I know exactly what I need to
do to feel like the skater I used to be. Extend arms, chest forward, head up, back arched,
knees bent. Be soft and hard at the same time, poised and aggressive, graceful and tough.
But I can’t. I’m too embarrassed, even in this empty rink. That girl is dead. She died ten
years ago, the last time she combined artistry and athleticism as it is done in no other
sport she’s played. I stop pushing and glide beside the boards, dragging my pick as it
hammers the nails into my skating coffin. I remember what it was like after she died. I
thought about her all the time, especially at night. Lying awake in my bed she was
dazzling. Every jump landed on a smooth and strong carving of her blade. A spiral so
high she was doing the splits. Music that made her spirit dance. She came back every so
often for a while and I would skate, but it was different. It felt empty like there was
something missing. It was years before I could bury her. I buried her so deep that I
couldn’t miss her love of gliding, swaying, jumping, moving to the music, and that I
wouldn’t feel her pain. Now she’s gone.
I don’t dare remember how to be soft, poised, elegant, and graceful. It seems
strange and unnatural to combine these with sport, to know that these qualities are
necessary to be a successful figure skater. I can’t bring myself to spin or jump because I
feel like an imposter. I don’t belong here anymore. I don’t deserve this smooth sheet of
fresh ice that I used to dream about at night. I’m just like all those people who weren’t a
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part of the figure skating world when I was growing up, those people who just didn’t get
it. I do a couple of mohawks, choctaws, brackets, and twizzles. I remember the names,
but not which move is which. Again I’m surprised how far removed I am from this sport
that was once my life. I don’t even know who the current World Champions are. I don’t
even care. I think of my two childhood best friends and how I thought we would be
friends forever. It’s terrible and wonderful how things change. A child has such singular
perspective on life.

Sunday

“You getting up for church?” Dad asks with his head peeking around my bedroom
door. “Yeah,” I lie. I’m still in bed when they get home. Church and I don’t get along.
For one thing all the older women wear this nasty perfume that makes my nose tingle and
causes unstoppable sneezing. The other thing is that monotone chanting in unison, like
everybody’s possessed or something. That kills me. And another thing is the way
everybody listens so attentively to the priest talking about kindness, turning the other
cheek, and loving your enemies meanwhile they’re all just trying to look good. What a
bunch of phonies. I hate phonies.
I stop and wonder why I sound like Holden Caulfield. Then I remember I was
reading Catcher in the Rye last night. He kills me. I really get him, which confuses me a
little; I like to think I’m a glass half full kind of person. I’m not cynical. I swear to God,
I’m not. But hypocritical, superficial people really get to me. Sometimes I’m touchy as
hell if you want to know the truth. The world of figure skating is full of phonies. Phonies
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that tell their kids bad things about you just because you’re better than they are. Phonies
that tell you you’re gonna make it big someday. Phonies that dress you up in some
costume with make up and tell you to smile so that you’re a phony, too. Phonies that
judge you, and I don’t mean by forming an opinion about you. I mean they actually get
up on a raised platform with their superior smirks and give you a number or rank your
worth based on how much they like you.
My Caulfield inspired rant sort of cracks me up. I know where my thoughts are
headed and I decide to stay inside of this character because I think it will make
remembering less painful.
The thing about figure skating is they suck you in when you’re really young, too
young to know what’s going on or make any decisions for yourself, so everybody else
makes them for you. They say they’re doing what’s best for you, but sometimes you got
to wonder. I said I wanted to be an Olympian, you know, just like how at the time I also
wanted to be a unicorn. But they actually took me seriously about the Olympian thing,
and then all anyone knew about me was that I was the figure skater. Old relatives I’d
never even met before would get their fingers all tangled in my hair and say, “Is this the
figure skater?” They’d say it right in front of my sister, too, who also skated. They didn’t
pay her any attention while they yanked on my hair. “Look at these curls!” they’d always
say. I didn’t get it. Who cares about hair? They’d say that right in front of my sister, too,
so our mom would try to give Natalie some attention by saying, “And Natalie has such
bright, blonde hair”. But nobody cared about her hair because she wasn’t the figure
skater. I felt sorry as hell for her sometimes. Natalie had it tough growing up. I think I
sort of knew then, but I really know now. People can be goddam ignorant.
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Anyways, like I was saying, I wanted to be an Olympian, but I didn't even know
what the Olympics were to tell you the truth. I was so young, but pretty ambitious, and
you know what everyone said to me? They said I could do it, and I even believed them
for a while. So I had all these thoughts and dreams that were always on my mind, but
after a while I wasn’t sure if they were really my dreams or if they just got put in my head
by someone else. If people keep telling you the same thing over and over, eventually
you’ll start to believe them, even if they’re liars. They told me to practice hard, that I had
to move away, that sacrifices paid off in the end. I never felt like a regular kid when
everyone else was outside running around and laughing, and I was off to practice. But
that’s not the only reason I felt like a damn outsider. I was always having these real
serious thoughts about life, and it felt like nobody understood me.
I was probably twelve years old and I remember lying in bed at night always
crying like a goddam baby. You probably want to hear about how my mother beat me
with a hairbrush and dad hardly ever came home to the trailer park and all that Tonya
Harding crap, but the truth is that I had the most loving parents who would do anything
for their children, and that made it so much worse. I got all this attention from parents
that really believed in me. I didn’t have anything to complain about, but all I could do
was complain and worry and cry like a goddam baby. I was locked in to this role and I
wasn’t sure I could or wanted to keep playing it. My life’s plans were set in stone. I
would go to the Salt Lake City Olympics in 2002 at the age of 16, later I would become a
coach, and that was it, all I saw. The problem was that by this time, I knew deep down in
my gut that I wasn’t good enough anymore. Everybody feels like that at some point, but
mostly everybody pretends like that feeling’s not there and they just go on living their
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lives like a bunch of pathetic phonies. It’s a terrible thing to know you’re not good
enough. I bet Nat felt like that all the time, always being compared to her younger sister.
She got in trouble in school, too. They said she had a big mouth, and her grades weren’t
as good as mine even though she was smarter than me. She still is, too. Nat is one of the
best people I know. I don’t know how she turned out so well since people always told her
to shut up. She doesn’t talk as much now, but if you bring up something she’s really
interested in, you can really get her going. Sometimes I envied her when we were young
because she could quit skating whenever she wanted and nobody would care. Mom was
soft with her, but I always got tough love. One time I was sick and asked if I could stay
home from school. I was probably faking on account of me not sleeping well and not
wanting to get up in the morning. I did that a lot. Mom said, “You don’t have to go to
school,” and then in a real hard-ass tone, “but you’re going to skating practice.” That
seemed backasswards to me, especially since she was a school teacher.
Another time we were staying in a hotel because Natalie was in this modeling
competition that was out of town. You know how parents are always trying to even out
the attention they give to their kids? Well, this was Natalie’s thing, because she was
pretty and all, and I guess because there wasn’t much else to do for non-athletic kids in
our town. Nothing, really. She and I were sharing a bed and I was dreaming about
something. I used to do that a lot, dream about things, and sometimes I’d get up and walk
around in my sleep. This time I made a gun shape with my hand and pointed it at her
head. It wouldn’t have woken her up, but then I started yelling, “Give me the money!”
like I was robbing a bank or something. She thinks it’s funny now, but at the time I damn
near scared the crap out of her. She was in the washroom crying for a while and my mom
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realized it was because she was really nervous about the modeling show. I could hear
everything my mom said to her in the bathroom, and I couldn’t believe how nice she was
being. I bet she was even stroking her hair, you know how mothers do, while she asked
Natalie if she wanted to skip the show. What a load of bull, I thought. All she had to do
was stand there and look pretty. I never told anyone how nervous I was to skate in
competitions because that was weak, but I know if I did, Mom would have said “You can
do it,” and that would be it. She wouldn’t say it like she was trying to convince me either.
She’d say it like it was a fact I couldn’t argue with. It’s hard to argue with facts.
On top of my life’s plan being written in stone, my parents had already spent
about a billion dollars trying to turn me into some famous superstar, and now if I quit all
that money would have been wasted. One of my coaches, Doug Leigh, told me one
practice at Mariposa that my jumps looked like shit. He’s not a bad guy, don’t get me
wrong. He said it right to my face, and I liked the hell out of him for it. He was right,
anyways, and I knew it. But I got real scared of letting go. If I didn’t belong here, where
would I go? So I flat out lied to my parents for a long while, and acted like I still had a
dream. That’s what everybody does anyways, pretends nothing’s wrong until it builds up
and up inside you and the phoniness starts to ooze out your damn nose and ears.
It’s the worst during competitions. Your mom or coach piles a layer of make up
onto your face so thick that you might as well be wearing a goddam mask. Then they
shove you out onto the empty ice in your little dress, freezing your ass off, so that
hundreds of people can witness your clumsiness and all. I was less ridiculous than most
of the others, but I was so scared shitless that there’s no way I could enjoy it. Voices from
the crowd always yelled like a bunch of stupid morons, “Happy, happy!” in the brief
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moment of silence between their applause and the start of my music. You’re supposed to
smile when you skate and look like you’re enjoying it. I don’t know why, I really don’t.
You’d think people would want to know how you’re really feeling. You’d think a lot of
things though. I could never fake a smile. I just couldn’t do it to tell you the truth. Even
Barbara Ann Scott thought skating was phony. “.. .they wind you up and put the smile on
and out you go,”8 she said. The pressure really got to me, boy. I felt like such a failure
once I stopped winning, but I kept trying and trying because I didn’t know what else to
do.
The cynicism leaves my mind and I snap out of my Holden Caulfield character.
It’s not long before tears gather in the comers of my eyes. I shut them hard, but I can’t
get the image of that girl crying in her bed every night, suffocated by the pressure, out of
my head. Then I think of the skaters I knew who had it worse. At the Jungle House where
I lived for a few months, named for the owner’s extensive landscaping and gardening,
there were twelve of us skaters plus the family of four. At least two of the girls had eating
disorders. Two other girls had mothers that didn’t speak to them for an indefinite period
of time if they didn’t win a competition. One boy told everyone without my knowledge
that I was his girlfriend to hide the fact that he was gay. Another girl, a pairs’ skater,
flaunted her promiscuity. None of us were older than fourteen. All of us were dealing
with adult responsibility, issues, and a sport that began to feel like a full time job. Except
this wasn’t the kind of job you could leave at four or five o’clock, and go home and live
your life for the rest of the day. This job clung to us, was present in our every decision.
What to eat. What time to go to bed. Which skaters to be friends with and which ones to
stay away from. How to spend the hours away from the rink. What to say to your parents
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when they called. Whether or not to have a go on the trampoline. What extra practices
you were going to attend in order to pass your upcoming test. There was no getting away
from this job. We weren’t allowed to forget what we were.
I hate that the sport stole our love for it and locked it up, releasing tiny traces of it
at increasingly long intervals for winning a medal, getting your name in the newspaper,
or maybe a coach’s pat on the back. Just enough to tease us and keep us from quitting.
The attention is addictive. All those photos and home videos, all those expensive dresses,
all those hours of a coach watching only me, all those trips to competitions, all those eyes
on me as I performed. Who would pay attention to me if I wasn’t a skater? What would I
be if not a skater? It seems wrong to have one’s identity so tightly bound to a sport at
such a young age. The figure skating gods and goddesses were out to ruin us. Why
couldn’t we train a little less and peak a little later? Why are children sacrificing their
childhoods so that they can retire at 16? What a backwards sport, I think now, and
wonder how so many people get caught up in the competition amongst parents and
coaches.
As I think of my younger self crying in her bed, I wish I could have caught her
before she fell over the cliff to the other side. I wish I could catch all of the kids who are
playing in the field of rye before they fall out of innocence.

I roll over and try to fall back asleep.

Anyway, I keep picturing all these little kids playing some game in
this big field of rye and all. Thousands of little kids, and nobody’s around nobody big, I mean - except me. And I’m standing on the edge of some crazy
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cliff. What I have to do, I have to catch everybody if they start to go over
the cliff - 1 mean if they’re running and they don’t look where they’re going
I have to come out from somewhere and catch them. That’s all I’d do all
day. I’d just be the catcher in the rye and all. I know it’s crazy, but that’s the
only thing I’d really like to be. I know it’s crazy.
Holden Caulfield9

Fig. 4.1: The author at age six, 1991.

The four edges of this photo appear to have me trapped. I’m frozen in femininity
by my long curls and pink dress. The medal that hangs from my neck is not a reward, but
a chain that ties me up in competition. I need it, I need it. But the more I need it the
harder it is to get it. I’m alone on the ice and in my mind. Shellie, I want to tell her, relax
your shoulders, take a deep breath, toss that medal over the boards, andjust skate. Fast
or slow, forwards or backwards. Let the music take you where it will. Dance and play.
Climb back over the cliff into the field o f rye.
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Monday

After dinner I set up the old VCR. praying that this piece of junk still works. I’m a
little bit excited to watch my old skating videos as I look through all of the stickers on the
tapes to see which competitions or carnivals they’re from. My parents make themselves
comfortable on the couch, and I’m not surprised they want to watch. This was part of
their lives, too, and all of us anticipate warm fuzzies from the past. There are so many
videotapes that I know I won’t be able to watch them all and decide to choose a couple
from each stage of my skating life. I start at the beginning.
’90 W unt& r CcwvuA/cd/, MJChords o f G y
I slide in a big, VHS tape from when I was five, and I scoot back on the floor to
watch. The camera shakes and it takes a while to get used to the amateur filming. Dad
says it must be Mom holding the camera even though we all know Dad was the only one
who ever filmed. The entire ice is painted blue with a yellow, “brick” road winding from
one side to the other. Skaters enter and exit the show from behind a large, wooden divider
draped in colourful curtains at the south end of the ice. I’m struck by the preparation that
must have gone into this show and feel guilty for not remembering it. None of it is
familiar, except the faces of the skaters. I don’t recognize the costumes or the routines.
“Look at the ice,” I say in disbelief as my thoughts turn to my mother. When I
was a child my mother worked as a full time teacher, she cooked all of our meals, did all
of our laundry, helped us with our homework, dressed us, combed our hair, sang songs
with us, drove us places, organized piano lessons, sat for hours every week in the cold
arena while my sister and I skated or my brother played hockey, and was the President of
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the Schreiber Figure Skating Club. My mother was superwoman. I can’t imagine how she
did it all, my father gone almost every second day for work. I can’t imagine where she
learned to be superwoman because her mother certainly was not. I turn to look at this
strong, quiet woman. I wish her skating dreams for me had come true.

’90 V r Ovate/ V a w c e r
As soon as the music starts my parents know which routine this is. Tina Turner
lets out a steamy sigh and I start to push my little Don Jacksons10 across the ice as fast as
I can, my big, fluffy ponytail bopping up and down with each stride. We laugh as I
attempt bunny hops and a spiral with a crooked knee that almost takes me right into the
boards. These seem to be my only skills as I skate up and down the ice, and I’m surprised
by how little there is to this program. My movements are quick and jerky like a
marionette’s. Knowing the other girls weren’t any better I wonder how the judges ranked
us. I question what the seventy-odd skating medals that hang in my bedroom represent.
What had I won exactly? Surely, in my teens, the technical merit played a role in the
judges’ minds, but what about those early years when judges for the younger divisions
were often unqualified volunteers from the community who didn’t know a flip from a
flop? Visions of a documentary I saw on child beauty pageants flash into mind. There are
expensive, sequined dresses, stage makeup, little girls practicing their smiles and poses,
and big hair. I gasp. “I had huge hair!” I say out loud. “Yeah, you were so cute,” my dad
oozes as my own sport history makes a dramatic shift. I’m not sure how I feel about the
fact that I am a former beauty queen disguised as athlete. I think I should be angry, after
all my brilliant sporting debut was based on appearance, not athletic ability, but instead I
find it almost hilarious that I had not realized this before.
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“I can’t believe you had me skate to this song,” I look at my mother, trying not to
smile. “What? It was cute!” she replies, glowing in her self-perceived genius. I turn back
to the television, knowing what part is coming; it’s the only part I remember. Stopping in
the center of the ice my five year old self waits for the music to catch up. “Dutchmarks or
dollars? American Express will do nicely, thank you...” With one hand on my hip I rub
the fingers of my other hand together out in front of me like I’m asking for money. “Let
me loosen up your collar...” I tug at the neck opening of my dress. “Tell me, do you
wanna see me do the shimmy again?” I shake my bottom from side to side going lower
and lower towards the ice. My parents laugh and I can hear the crowd cheering in the
video. Mom was right, it was cute.
“I’m your private dancer, a dancer for money. Any old music will do,” the song
continues and I have to laugh at that little girl who has no idea what the song is about,
only that people think it’s adorable. It appears that Tina Turner taught me well as the first
instructor of my seemingly informal education on how to be a girl and how to attract
attention, and also how to be an exotic dancer, although the last part of the lesson was
lost in my innocent assumption that my mother wouldn’t get me to skate to a song about
a stripper. Later on in my skating life I would learn even more about how to attract
attention to my body on and off the ice, to put my shoulders back, chin up, to act like I
was somebody. But in this moment captured on video my innocence is untouched by the
pressures of appearances and winning, having not yet bought into the concept of
competition. I’m just skating, and even though my limbs appear to be attached to puppet
strings, it looks fun.
N o v ic e 'T e it, M cw ipcna/
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I’m curious to see this tape because, unlike the Private Dancer video, this sticker
label doesn’t conjure up any images of my former self. I’m not sure what program or
dress to expect, whether I passed the test or not, or how I’ll feel about it. When the static
disappears I see myself skating to my starting position in the blue rink. This image sends
me back to where I spent every summer for seven years. I can picture the Mariposa
National Training Center as if I had been there yesterday. The brown, square tiled floor
that caused a loud clicking sound as I dragged my skating bag on wheels behind me,
down the long ramp to the lower level, Olympic size swimming pool to the left behind a
wall of glass, and past that is a snack bar that our coaches forbade us to eat from, the
floor above that housed the weight room and dance studio where Anna, our off-ice
trainer, pushed our bodies to their limits, always with a smile stretched across her very
tanned face. At the bottom of the ramp on the right is the door to the red rink where I
began as an eight year old, where Jennifer Robinsons taught me figures, where Brett
Dunlop hooked me up in a harness that ran along the ceiling and we worked on triple
jumps and double axels, where Doug Leigh took three of us for lessons. He called us his
“young guns”, and sometimes he would take us through a hallway into the blue rink in
order to use the video camera that was set up rink side, beside a television for filming and
watching jumps. We were his young guns, I think. I was supposed to become a champion.
The thought makes me proud, rather than disappointed as I would have expected. At least
there was a time when I was great, when the future was full of possibility, when the
pressure hadn’t caught up with me yet, and I could just enjoy my talent. The blue rink, I
study it through the television as I strike my beginning pose. It is just as I remember;
huge banners hang from the ceiling along the far wall covered in names of national,
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world, and Olympic champions who trained at this prestigious club. I think of all the
famous and talented people I shared the ice with in my last few years on the blue side.
Elvis Stojko,11 Takeshi Honda,12 Josée Chouinard,13 Jennifer Robinson,14 Steven
Cousins,15 Brian Orser,16 and Jeff Buttle,17 the latter whose family I lived with my last
two summers in Barrie. I was a part o f something big, I recall. It still seems pretty cool.
I’m reminded of Stephen Leacock’s Mariposa, the setting of Sunshine Sketches o f
a Little Town, and think the naming of the training center must have had something to do
with the fictitious town inspired by the nearby Orillia area. Schreiber is just like
Leacock’s description of Mariposa with its seasonal transformations, the way nobody
uses street names and instead says, “Jenny’s street” or “by the grocery store” when
referring to places, the railway lines that cut through town and give its inhabitants a sense
of pride, and of course the quirky small town archetypes that bring Schreiber to life. In
his preface, Leacock wrote, “Mariposa is not a real town. On the contrary, it is about
seventy or eighty of them. You may find them all the way from Lake Superior to the
sea,” and he was right. Each time I sat through the twelve hour drive south from
Schreiber to Barrie, we passed many of these towns and although I never questioned how
people ended up in Schreiber, I would wonder in fascination about why these other towns
existed and who would choose to live in them. Leacock continued, “...with the same
square streets and the same maple trees and the same churches and hotels, and
everywhere the sunshine of the land of hope.”19 It is “the land of hope” that makes me
think of Mariposa the skating club, where everyone comes to realize their dreams.
Mariposa was indeed like a small community of its own, perhaps appearing calm and
sleepy to an outsider, but full of excitement and goings-on within. To us skaters,
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Mariposa was the center of the universe, and the importance of our figure skating success
could be seen as exaggerated if we could only look outside of the arena walls and see the
rest of the world.
The memories of this rink are bittersweet as I watch myself start my program. I
remember the dress; it was one of my favourites, black and simple, its elegance carried
over into my posture, the way I flowed across the ice. Muscle memory takes over as I
flex and sway involuntarily on my living room floor, the moves of this program etched
into my mind and body. But on the television screen I don’t look the way I remember
feeling when I skated, or maybe the way I like to remember feeling. I appear stiff, my
movements constricted and slow. It makes me nervous, and my palms begin to sweat. I
have no confidence in this girl, and I hold my breath before every jump, knowing how
she’ll feel if she falls/fails. I realize I’m getting a taste of how my mother must have felt
while watching me, completely helpless in the stands, and maybe why she was always
trying to give me advice. It’s painful and even embarrassing to witness the difference
between how it felt in practice and the way it looks on camera during my Novice Free
Skating Test. There is no life or spirit in this performance, and I can tell skating wasn’t
fun for me anymore at this point. Why couldn’t Mom see that? Why couldn’t we just talk
about it? As the thought enters my mind for the very first time I am struck by how easy
it could have been. All this time I thought I had to choose between the lie that I was
living or the disappointment of my parents when maybe we could have just talked about
it. Maybe if we had talked about the pressure I could have loved skating again. What a
M’aste, I think. My somewhat pathetic looking younger self falls on a double loop, what
should have been an easy jump, and I can hear my mother gasp on the video. I know
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there was no raising-child-athletes’ manual for her to follow, and I feel sorry for how
hard it must have been for her and how hard I know it was for me.

ShedJj^prcudXce' - 2000
I slide this one in to see if I might catch a glimpse of that feeling I remember from
practice, the feeling of flying in expressive patterns across the ice, the satisfaction of
landing a jump. I remember this was filmed just before I quit; I asked my Dad to tape my
double axels20 in order for me to watch them and see where I could improve. The double
axel, a jump I had landed and lost many times since my adolescent growth spurts started
and my body began to fight against its predestined path as a figure skater. Every time I
grew and my center of balance changed I had to relearn every one of my jumps. All that
work, I think, and my body wasn ’t even right for the sport. What if I was meant to be a
superstar in some other sport, a sport my body was well-suited for?
I skate round and round the ice attempting the jump over and over. Each time I
fall hard on my right hip, pick myself up, wipe the snow off of my black spandex, and go
again. I can see the concentration in my face as I pump my skates together and hold that
long back edge before stepping into the air. And stepping is exactly what I do; there is no
drive, no energy. “I’m barely leaving the ice!” I say in disbelief. Bend your knees! I want
to scream at this girl who might as well be skating on stilts. I know in my head I’m
repeating key words over and over, just like I do in track now, but I can’t remember what
they would be. I bet they’re mixed up with thoughts of how I need to land this jump, and
if I fall one more time... Unable to live in the moment, I was always worrying about the
future. What i f I don’t succeed? What if I don’t get any better? Every once in a while my
eyes catch the camera, and she looks at me. What is she saying? I wonder, as I notice that
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she appears so defeated and panicky. When practice ends I skate towards my Dad who
stands behind the boards and continues to film me. “Oh, a smile!” Dad says from behind
me on the couch as finally my younger self cracks half a smile and then tries to hide it.
“Yeah, what was my problem?” I ask, annoyed with myself for being such a downer.
Why did I make such a big deal about everything? It was just a sport. But I know that girl
on camera lacked the perspective I have now, and to her sport was everything.
I quit this search, knowing I’m not going to find what I’m looking for here, and I
try somewhere else. Sitting at the computer I type “Elvis Stojko” into the YouTube
search bar and watch a number of options appear. I click the one I am looking for,
“Dragonheart.” The sight of Elvis wearing his plain, black costume with metal studded
arm protectors throws me back to September of 1997 when I boarded with a family and
went to school in Barrie. Every day when my first practice was over and I was supposed
to walk to school for the remainder of classes, I would instead sit in the stands and watch
Elvis in his second practice of the day. This was the year of “Dragonheart”, my favourite
of his programs, and every cross-cut, intense gesture, marvelous jump, and deliriously
fast spin was and remains etched in my mind.
“Boom.. .boom.. .boom,” beats from the speakers as Elvis stands motionless in his
strong, beginning stance, his focused eyes zeroing in on the moment. A dark and ominous
tone enters the music as he begins to strike purposeful and sturdy positions. There is no
fake smile, no comedic gestures, no feminine flouncing about. He is real. He shoots his
right hand towards the sky and the music erupts. Already I’ve found the feeling I’ve been
looking for. Strength, raw emotion delivered as he tells the story of sport warriors. My
body tingles. Every push of his blade has purpose as he carries the audience on his
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shoulders; he is a fighter, a power artist. The music builds and Elvis is at top speed in
three commanding strokes. Turn, step, toepick plant and he is high in the air, rotating at
breakneck speeds. Checking his rotation at precisely the right moment he contacts the ice,
his free leg comes loose, his core is ignorant of the forces acting on his body, and he
takes flight again. I inhale quickly and hold my breath. My hands ball into sweaty fists.
Yes! A clean and awesome quadruple toe, triple toe combination, the first time this jump
has been completed in competition, Dick Button announces. Elvis does not celebrate, but
retains his focus; he has a job to do. I ignore the rest of the commentators’ remarks, and
lose myself in his journey. The music slows and his movements soften. For a moment he
seems human, someone who can feel pain and loss. Tears well up in my eyes and
goosebumps overwhelm my body every time he takes flight, his future balancing in the
moment, and lands on strong, bending legs. I am lost and enthralled in the beauty of sport
as the crowd rises to their feet and his momentum explodes from his heart.
Hanging on to this feeling I search “Shae-Lynn Bourne, Victor Kraatz,
Riverdance

and then “Jamie Sale, David Pelletier, Love Story.” And I remember

why I loved figure skating, the only sport that melds art and athleticism in a seamless and
inspiring story. If you think of the climax of any great sports movie, you’ll be able to
picture success and triumph choreographed to an inspiring soundtrack, filmed in slow
motion from daring angles. An artistic element is added to intensify and improve the
experience of watching. This element already exists in figure skating. Each program is a
mini sports movie with its own soundtrack that plays through the highs and lows, failures
and victories, beauty found in every choreographed move that is directed by un
choreographed feeling. It’s not about the competition, the medals, or the dresses. It’s
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about flying through the air and catching yourself with undeniable strength. It’s about
creating a moment with all of your colours. It’s about speed and freedom to move and
experience your body from deep inside yourself.

Tuesday

When I hear the front door open I run to the top of the stairs to see my sister, her
husband, and their baby girl coming in. Natalie and the baby have been over to the house
every day since I’ve been home, and I can’t get enough of my new niece. I’m astonished
by how much I love this perfect little baby that I hardly know, but I’d love anything that
makes my sister happy. She is my favourite person. Sometimes we talk about how
strange it is that we’re so close, considering we have little in common. Growing up
Natalie was the socialite, always making new friends, gabbing on about anything and
everything. I was the quiet one who felt no need to make new friends; the ones I had were
good enough. Natalie loved to stay inside and read. I used to hate when she was reading
because I always wanted her to come outside and play with me. All I ever wanted to do
was play sports, any kind of sport. Natalie had no interest in physical activity. But Natalie
understands me, she loves me, and she likes me, too. She really likes the person I am, and
not because of what I’ve accomplished or because I’m talented, she just likes me. I know
that whether I get to reach out and touch my dream, “like a child who gets to pet the nose
of an old horse, soft as satin, safe as a grandfather’s lap,”24 or whether that heart’s desire
“appears not as a horse, but as a tiger”25 who rewards me with “snarls, frustration, and
disillusionment,”26 or even if I become lost in my attempt to transform dream to reality, I
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know that Natalie will understand me, just as Ray says in Shoeless Joe, “But I understand
Eddie Scissons.”27
When my mom takes the baby from me I grab my sister and spin her around. We
tango around the kitchen like we did when we were little girls. Natalie becomes the silly
version of herself that only comes out when Em around. We make funny noises and
laugh because we know exactly what the other is thinking. Her husband looks at us like
we’re crazy and our parents smile and shake their heads. The only thing missing in this
kitchen is our brother, who would add his own brand of humour. My family is good at
laughing and being funny. When we make fun of someone it means we love them. We
use sarcasm to say what we really think. We find witty ways to tell each other how much
we care. We tell jokes to make peace. But we also use humour to hide when we’re hurt.
My family isn’t good at serious conversations or talking about true feelings.
I tell my sister I need to interview her about figure skating. Everyone else follows
us into the living room and I realize this will have to be a group interview. I feel slightly
embarrassed about the serious questions I’m going to ask. Did the mood just change
drastically, or am I imagining it? Everyone stares at me, waiting. I don’t want to open this
can of worms. The room feels tense even though my family appears to be relaxed. I guess
it’s just me, but I can feel a fight coming, and I’m so tired of fighting about figure
skating. I hope I can do this without hurting anyone.
“What do you remember about figure skating?” I ask my sister. I’m surprised
when she gives me a serious answer and talks about how skating took over every winter,
how she was horrible at actually skating, but enjoyed the socialization that came with
being part of a club. That was the easy answer, and I pry a little deeper. “Did you like
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competing?” I say, and she talks about how nervous she would get. I think I hear some
nerves in her voice now, and wonder what she’s thinking that she won’t say out loud.
Again she talks about how the social aspect of competitions was fun, and I’m reminded
that we had very different experiences in the same sport. She says she knew she was
going to lose, and she was embarrassed to have to go out there on the empty ice. I picture
her as a little girl with her long, flowing blond hair, awkwardly completing her steps and
timidly attempting small jumps. “But you looked so pretty doing it,” Dad chimes in to
make her feel better. Nat and I look at each other and laugh as she picks up the baby and
makes kissy noises. “How did you feel when you saw the results?” “I was never surprised
to lose,” she replies in a subdued tone. She says she was surprised if she ever finished
better than last, and I wonder what the sport was telling my sister about her young self
with all of the importance placed on that sheet of paper that got posted on some cement
block wall labeled “RESULTS.” It seems so wrong and ridiculous to rank children, to ask
them what place they finished, to have them judged, and it breaks my heart to think of my
sister, her finger running down the list of names until she got to the bottom and finally
saw her own.
“How did you feel about the fact that I was better than you?” I ask. Nobody blinks
twice at this terrible sounding question and it feels weird. She tells me she was proud of
me, but there was resentment at some point. In my head I thank her for being honest.
“Story of my life,” she says, “you were better than me at a lot of things,” and I know
she’s right. I seemed to be good at everything I tried, writing, public speaking, drawing,
painting, sitting quietly when I was told to, listening to teachers, and of course sports.
I’ve always felt a little bit lucky, but I realize now it was the sports that put Natalie and I
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out of balance because everybody values athletic talent to such a high degree it seems. It
feels like something has been put into the air, out in the open where everyone can feel it,
and where it can finally settle. I’m glad she said that.
Nat talks about how she was glad when she had a reason to quit, mentioning the
herniated disc in her back. I get butterflies in my stomach as I think of my own quitting.
I’m afraid to ask the next question, but looking at both my parents, I say, “Did you ever
think you pushed me too hard?” They answer in unison right away. “No,” and then
silence. I realize this was not the answer I was hoping to hear. They didn’t even have to
think about it! The look on my sister’s face tells me she understands. “You would push
yourself,” Dad says, “and we were there to support you, but I don’t think we ever pushed
you past what you were capable o f ’. I try not to show my disappointment as Mom says,
“Yeah, I have no regrets”. I don’t know what I want them to say, but I know this isn’t it.
Maybe that they’re sorry? That they made mistakes? No, I don’t want an apology. I just
want them to recognize how hard it was for me, how hard I tried. I feel pathetic, knowing
that at 26 I still want their approval. 1 want them to tell me I did all right. Grow up, I tell
myself.
“How did you feel when I quit?” I ask. Dad says with a laugh, “Well, that was a
waste of money,” and then tells me he’s just kidding, and that skating was a part of my
education, it was character building. He has no idea that he’s hit a sensitive spot.
Knowing how much money was being spent on my dream...our dream was a huge load
of pressure that I carried around. It reminded me every day that this wasn’t just fun and
games. I look to my mom for her answer, and she says she was sad because it was the end
of a part of our life and something that we did as a family. I like this answer because it
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reminds me of a side to my skating experience that I took for granted, getting to be with
my family. They talk for a few minutes about our various trips to competitions until it’s
time for dinner and everyone heads for the dining room. I stay on the couch for a minute
longer staring at the last question on my notepad that I couldn’t bring myself to ask for
fear that they would lie and fear that they would tell the truth. It is an overwhelming
question, and I wonder,
Would it have been worthwhile,
To have bitten off the matter with a smile,
To have squeezed the universe into a ball
To roll it towards some overwhelming question...
Were you disappointed in me?
The lid broke, and suddenly the child
In all her innocence was underneath
The ice in zero water, growing wild
With numbness and fear. The child fell
So gently through the ice that none could tell
At first that she was gone. They skated on
Without the backwards looks that might have saved
Her when she slipped, feet first, beneath the glaze.

She saw the sun distorted by the haze
Of river ice, a splay of light, a lost
Imperfect kingdom. Fallen out of sight,
She found a blue and simple, solid night.
It never came to her that no one knew
How far from them she’d fallen or how blue
Her world had grown so quickly, at such cost.
Jay Parini, “Skater in Blue » 2 9
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Wednesday

I step onto the ice, but this time is different. I have so much to say. My throat
tightens right away and tears gather on my lower eyelids as I think of all I have felt and
remembered this week. I start to skate. The wind in my face stings my eyes. I am
exhausted. My mind is a jumble of thoughts and emotions and my heart feels heavy in
my chest. My legs are fresh. I let them take over. All of my anger and resentment sinks
down into them and I use it to carve through the ice slowly, with deep, heavy edges.
Inside and out, I lean into the curves and the ice moans a sad song, absorbing the anger
until it is gone.
For a while there is silence, emptiness. I glide slowly in long straight lines. A
feeling of loss and sadness overcomes me, and my head hangs limply from my sunken
shoulders. I used to love you, I whisper to the ice. I used to love coming here. I turn in a
circle to take in the whole rink. The lights hanging over the far end of the ice wink at me.
I t’s too late, I tell them. I’m so defeated. My skates start doing brackets over and over,
making a pattern on the ice. It looks like a Celtic cross. What does that mean? I know my
inner skater is dead. I feel vacant and heavy at the same time as I continue to turn back
and forth, forwards to backwards, left to right. My fingers flutter and lift my arms away
from my body. I can’t, I say, and I try to lower them, but they only turn into a soft,
rounded arc that take my body turning down the ice, first a right three-turn, and then a
left. Both arms swoop over my head as with each turn I go faster and faster. But you hurt
me, you made me cry! The tears are flowing now, but the wind in my face quickly dries
them. Let go... it whispers softly in my ear. All of the sadness flickers through my mind
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like scenes from a home video, the fights, the tears, the pressure. I skate backwards
around the far comer of the ice, staying close to the boards. The rink feels small. It’s hard
to breathe as I hold back the sobs that have long been suppressed. Let go... An old
footwork sequence takes me diagonally down the length of the ice. I move in small
spaces to the familiar music in my head. It sounds so lovely. Come back to me... I am
momentarily lost in its highs and lows that have my body, swaying and dipping, arching
and bending. My soundtrack builds along with my emotions that can no longer be
suppressed. They pour out of my fingertips that reach to the ends of the ice as my body
takes more space. Listen... They pour out of my skates that move in an intricate pattern
remembered from years ago. Remember... But you broke my heart! I cry, and emotion
pours from there, too. I try to breathe in between tearful sobs as my body continues to
move possessed by the music and carried by the wind. It whirls around me, through my
hair; it caresses my face with soft coolness as I turn, turn with frantic ease.
I always loved you...
My heart unlocks and I let go. The wind moves me and I become silk, blowing
through beauty in colour. My body paints a masterpiece, carving lines that curve and
cross over reflections of passion , as adrenaline runs through my veins. Rounding the
comer I hear the orchestra in my head as clear as brilliant light, and it takes me in its arms
and rocks me for a while. I dance atop the velvet piano keys louder, harder and faster, as
the violin sings my song. It continues to build and build as I drive towards courage, arms
outstretched as far as they’ll go, chin up high. It hits the climax as energy bursts forth; my
toepick spirit lifts me flying into the air, legs split, arms open, palms up, and eyes wide,
ready to embrace this feeling returned. It’s body freedom, weightless flight, wide open
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space, sorrow abandon; it’s yellow, turquoise, pastel rose, and the colour purple 31 ; it’s
resurfacing for that first breath of air after years of drowning; it’s forgiving myself for
lost and broken dreams; it’s love. The music begins to slow and I squeeze all I can out of
each heart beat until it ends. Tears of joy. Heaving chest. Heart ready to explode. A
smile.

The town clock chimes the hour
Unheeded: let it chime
Time has lost its power.

What monkey-shines, What fun!
Flesh is no burden now,
It never lay so lightly on the bone.

The body too can be
Spirit, when set free
By pure delight of motion

Without destination;
Shows its own fantasy,
Wit, and imagination

Elder Olson, “Ice-Skaters”32

Thursday

My fingers trace along my bedspread as I scan the room for anything I may have
forgotten. I know I haven’t left anything behind my closed closet door, but something
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draws me to it, and I pull it open for the first time this week. I smile when I see a
collection of beautiful skating dresses. My hand touches every one of them. Spandex,
chiffon, lace. I stop on crushed velvet, remembering that my mother made this one for
me. I picture her sitting at the seldom used sewing machine at night, after a long day of
work. She has a plain look to her, and I know it’s because she took no time for herself,
but gave it all to her family. “Let’s go, Shell” Dad yells from the top of the stairs, and I
think of the man who looked at his own childhood and gave us everything he didn’t have.
My parents played an enormous role in my figure skating life, that is undeniable,
but I have come to realize that, as an adult, I have the opportunity to make of that
experience what I will. Many of the issues I had with my skating life were, in reality,
issues with myself. It was me I needed to forgive for not reaching my dream, and for not
being able to handle the pressure. I still believe the sport itself has lost its way and leads
many families down a destructive path. I’m happy my family made it out intact. I have
set free the pink skeletons in my closet. When I hug my mom and dad in the airport and
say, “Thanks for everything,” I really mean everything.

There’s nothing like walking out o f an ice rink into the warm, summer sun. The
heat quickly soaks through the thin, flesh-coloured tights to touch your bruised and ice
cold skin. Warmth hugs your exhausted body, and it begins to dry out the soaking wet
spot running down the side o f the hip and leg that slid across the ice a million times that
day. Your hands still smell like the black gloves yo u ’ve been sweating in all summer, and
you let the warm breeze carry away remnants o f the rink. Your fingers thaw one by one
and you begin to regain feeling in that wet, frozen region o f your behind. The sun is
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blinding at first, and you keep your eyes closed, focusing on the feeling o f air on your
ankles. No Second Skin, no Band-Aids, no sponge pads held in place with medical tape.
Your exposedfeet in their flip flop sandals take on a life o f their own and begin to
breathe. You’ve been awake for seven hours and at the rink for six, but it’s only noon,
and it feels like a new day has just begun. Forget the troubled past, the sun means a
chance to start over...

.. .that rivers
Everywhere are one, never the same;
That when you finally let go
To float up clutching whatever
You can bring back, worldly light
Explodes, barbed, uplifting,
Almost holy.33
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21 The link to Elvis Stojko’s “Dragonheart” performance that I am referring to is “Elvis
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23, 2011); available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWnj03HxUw0; Internet.
22 The link to Shay-Lynn Bourne and Victor Kraatz’s “Riverdance” performance that I
am referring to is “Shay-Lynn Bourne and Victor Kraatz 1998 Worlds FD,” (July 14,
2007: accessed May 23, 2011); available from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nduwt91gSks; Internet.
23 The link to Jamie Salé and David Pelletier’s “Love Story” performance that I am
referring to is “Jamie Sale and David Pelletier 2002 Olympic Free Program w/ scoring
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CHAPTER 5
Reflexive Discussion and Conclusions

Latch onto possibility
Dive into wide open space
Trample over bold assumptions
Turn around my eyes
Break out of silent waste
Lay under passion gone astray

I found it in my heart
Fire, feeling, freedom
I found it on my fingertips
Turning the keys to my story
I found it on my skin
Goosebumps, tear-stained cheeks

If you’re reading this it means you know me in ways that some people who have
known me for years do not. You know some of my innermost feelings. You know some
of the things that make me angry and some of the things that bring happiness to my life.
You know some of my accomplishments, my failures. You know many thoughts I’ve
had, but never said out loud. You know much of my past. Perhaps you can picture me at
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different points in my life. Perhaps while reading the preceding chapters you have tried to
picture the person that I am now. You know my feelings.

I’m not sure how I feel about all of that.

But the point is I feel something.

I’ve taken myself on an autoethnographic journey into my past. I’ve traveled
through every emotion I can conjure, and I’ve put it all down on paper for anyone to see.
Yes, my writing is for anyone. It is meant to be understood by academics and non
academics alike in the hopes that it might promote conversation in the places where
changes can be made, and that those with similar experiences to mine might gain the
sense of comfort and community that I have felt while reading of others’ shared
experiences. I have figuratively let it all hang out in an effort to give a voice to those who
are often studied and written about, but seldom do the writing. My voice is not a
definitive one, but one that tells of experiences that I believe many people will be able to
relate to or gain insight and perspective from.
Throughout this journey into my past I have sometimes re-entered the present
through the filter of my mind, my memories pulled through the time warp by knowledge
of self, personal beliefs and values, and my own wandering thoughts. These thoughts
originated between book covers, on my computer screen as my eyes scrolled through
countless journal articles, and from my understanding of society and the world. As I
traipsed about my sporting past, memories either aligned, intersected, or traversed
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through the theories and ideas of established academics. These memories brought life and
a personal connection to the literature, and I hope what I have done in the previous
chapters is give life to issues faced in sport through emotion, personality, and spirit, that
you might be awoken while reading. Other times I re-entered the present through my
heart, and I gave you an honest account of what it felt like to be the girl from my past, to
remember, and to write. By writing through my heart I was able to temporarily escape the
nagging thoughts about what I was supposed to say and what others would have to say
about it, and instead let the fire in my soul ignite. I could just feel. I found that my heart is
a gateway to nature and wide open spaces where I can take deep breaths and remember
who I am. The Northern Ontario landscape that is mentioned throughout these articles is
more a part of me then I was aware of before embarking on this trip. And it has been a
trip, enlightening at times, dark and doubtful many other times. On numerous occasions I
let you inside my body and tried to allow you to experience the physical freedom I feel in
sport, when I run, when I jump, when I fake out a player and put one in the net, when I’m
gliding on ice. These are the pure and true feelings that make me passionate about sport
and that make sport such an influential and phenomenal embodied experience in the
world today. Throughout each chapter I stripped away my protective armor to render an
extremely honest account of my own experiences, thoughts, beliefs, and feelings, all the
while fighting to ignore notions of what is proper or acceptable to others.
In my first article, “Gazing into the Sexualized Body of Women in Sport,” I dove
into my most recent memories as a track and field athlete to explore the ways in which
the feminine form is looked at in sport. I use cinematic gaze theory to conceptualize the
male gaze in sport by comparing my own experience and media portrayals of famous
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female athletes to the onscreen depiction of Hollywood “starlets.” The male gaze in
cinema proved a useful building block for this chapter. Much literature exists regarding
the gaze in cinema, not surprisingly when one considers that people go to the movies in
order to peer into the lives of others, while little has been written about the male gaze in
sport. To go further than simply a reiteration of the sexualization of female athletes, an
integration of Hitchcock film analysis guided my own memory work as I attempted to
characterize the effects of the male gaze in sport. I placed myself and my memories
inside the movies in order to gain perspective and insight into the meanings and
consequences of the gaze. By telling my story I gave the reader a tour of my body as I see
it and as I perceive others to see it. In this vulnerable state I hoped to describe my lived
body, how I experience my physical self as an athlete and woman, in order to turn up the
volume of the female voice that is quieted by male domination. I juxtaposed these
physical feelings of strength, power, and speed with a patriarchal, feminized, and
sexualized view of successful female athletes from the past and present, emphasizing the
misinterpretation and misrepresentation of female athletes’ bodies. Writing about my
own body and the ways some men pluck meaning from my physical appearance can add
to the literature pertaining to the sexualization of female athletes with a new and
unconventional angle.
My second paper, “The Gender Game: Rewriting the Rules of Basketball,” is an
autoethnographic exploration of the ways women have been and continue to be oppressed
in the sporting world. I use the metaphor of the game to describe the feminine “rules”
society places on women regarding their behaviour on and off the court. By telling of my
own experiences in the typically masculine game of basketball, I gathered the courage to
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break the rules and to call other women to do the same. 1 compare the “game” to the
feminist movement, which also attaches negative labels to its players, labels that arguably
have caused third wave feminism to disperse in disarray. Travelling through my past I
found that the use of language sparked my feminist fire, realizing that words have the
power to direct thought and create meaning, and this power is often used to discredit the
valiant efforts of female athletes. I used examples from medical and fashion history to
illustrate the enslavement to femininity women faced, and to illuminate the tyrannical
obstacles women have overcome. Lastly, I attempted to characterize my own basketball
swagger in an effort to express that women can be who they choose to be, that we do
belong in sport, that we will not apologize for our strength, and that we will write our
own rules.
The third paper, “Figure Skating towards Forgiveness,” is very much a
description of the lasting effects that perceived failure in sport can have on athletes. This
chapter is different from the first two because it does not directly address the strict
definition of femininity that women are often forced to abide by in sports, but rather this
issue is woven throughout the chapter indirectly as a piece of the figure skating puzzle.
The socialization of girls into traditionally feminine ways of being through participation
in figure skating is a phenomenon that has been discussed in academic research. Thus, I
wrote this chapter to stand alone as reflexive narrative without theoretical
contextualization, but with a unique and fresh approach. By allowing the reader to see the
sport first hand through my own figure skating memories I hoped to evoke new feelings
and shed new light on the feminization of girls and women. There is no doubt that the
focus of this paper is my relationship with the sport itself, which has a feminine
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prominence and is heavily influenced by my relationships with my parents, brother, and
sister. By interviewing them I was able to reveal numerous perspectives of the sport
outside of my own, and give a broader depiction of the figure skating experience.
Throughout this paper I pose inquiries as to my choice of method and methodology,
which unearths a distinct vulnerability within me and my family. I discussed this because
it was a large part of the autoethnography experience that I simply could not ignore, but
also because my own vulnerability highlights the ways in which our pasts remain with us
and affect the people that we become.
It is difficult to draw conclusions regarding what femininity is - it is such an allencompassing concept that has the ability to define a person; yet, this word means
different things to different people. Femininity in sport, I have found, is often associated
with weakness and weighed down with negative, under-valued perceptions. Perhaps there
is no place for “femininity” in the rough and tough world of sport, but here is where
society has misinterpreted the word, associating it with lace and frills, the mourning over
a broken nail, or such trivialities as the colour one chooses to wear. What femininity
really is, as I have discovered on this journey into my own past and into the writings of
strong and introspective women, is the place inside me from which I draw strength as a
woman. It is my ability to express myself as I see fit and to walk, run, or skip along any
path I choose. It is my mindful connection to Mother Earth and all of my sisters.
Femininity is my relationship with my own womanly body that rejoices from a tender
touch, the sun’s rays on my skin, and the freedom of uninhibited movement in sport.
Femininity is the temple of my familiar,1the attitude and the vessel in which my spirit
lives; knowing this allows me to know myself.
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I dipped my toe into the autoethnography ocean at the onset of this project. The
water felt warm and inviting. People were sharing their innermost thoughts and feelings;
it was like I could experience what they had gone through just by reading their words. I
was mesmerized by the possibility, but like my sparkling Lake Superior, these waters
were surrounded by dagger-like rocks and impossible shorelines. I was warned indirectly
that not everyone would appreciate this type of research. “Navel gazing,” “narcissistic,”
and “self-indulgent” floated through my mind as I briefly teetered on the edge of the
water. Something kept me there; I couldn’t walk away. I was drawn to the humanness of
autoethnography, the ability to make people feel, and I dove in.
This journey has been fraught with self-doubt, uneasiness about self-exposure,
fear of misinterpretation, and anxiety regarding my past. I have offered a piece of myself
to academia in the hopes that my contribution might make the study of women in sport
more complete and subjectively authentic. Having told my truth, I yearn to hear the truths
of others in the world of sport in order to add more pieces to the puzzle and provide a
clearer vision of the sporting experience from all angles and perspectives. Doing history
is an opportunity to recognize patterns in human behaviour that help us understand our
own actions; it gives us the ability to know the places we came from; it gives us the
courage to change. Autoethnography has the ability to do all of these things, but it is the
last point, to give us the courage to change, that draws me to this particular methodology.
It makes us see ourselves and others and question who we are, it cuts through all of the
fluff to get to a person’s core, and it helps us grow.
In each of the previous three chapters I have written about my own lived body
experience. I attempted to describe the physical sense of unrestricted movement as well
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as the emotional sense of body freedom. The writing process reminded me what sport is
about, a connection between mind, body, and soul that creates physical explosions of
strength, speed, and beauty. The enjoyment of our bodies is where we all began with
sport, and why we loved it from the start. Each sport I wrote about gave me unique
physical and mental experiences. I could not have become the athlete I am today without
all of the lessons learned throughout my 23 years of competitive athletics. The graceful
fluidity of movement that came from years of figure skating improved my ability to move
on the basketball court. The skill to manipulate my body in technical sequences learned
in figure skating made me an extremely coachable heptathlete in track and field. The
confidence, aggression, and competitiveness I gained from basketball allowed me to
stand on the start line at national championships and know I belonged there. While sports
are sometimes characterized as “masculine” or “feminine,” it is obvious to me that each
sport requires skills that are transferrable to every other sport. It is these skills, expressed
through an athlete’s body movement, that are at a sport’s core, regardless of what
costumes or clothing the athletes wear or what type of media attention they receive.2
My expression of my own lived body experience is my attempt to write myself
into a gap in sport studies, which might best be filled by first person accounts of sport
participation. I foresee an opportunity to continue the expansion of research on the body
through the exploration of its connection to societal values. Our society has become
overwhelmed with consumption; everything is to be bought and we are driven by the
powers of ownership. How have athletes’ bodies become slaves to winning and sport?
Who owns the bodies of professional, college, and even recreational athletes? How is sex
bought and sold in sport? How does society affect the ways athletes experience their own
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bodies? Has society’s consumption of female and male athletes’ bodies downgraded or
magnified their sense of physical self? Has this sense been tainted by society’s unoriginal
sin that makes athletes’ bodies dirty. Autoethnography presents itself as a unique method
and methodology to look at the ways society’s changing values have disrupted the purity
of sport through violence. Why do athletes risk their health with performance enhancing
drugs? Why do hockey players throw down the gloves? Why do fans riot in the streets?
How does this violence relate to an athlete’s connection to her mind, body, and soul? The
possibilities are endless regarding the clarity autoethnography has the potential to bring to
the study of sport.
Throughout this thesis I have intermittently posed inquiries regarding feminism
and the feminist movement. What I discovered was myriad definitions and ideas of what
feminism means, all floating about in different directions. In a society that remains male
dominated in many respects, women are afraid to stand up for women, fearful that they
will stand alone. Autoethnography allows the opportunity to regain the sense of
community that women seem to have lost. Writing as women we can use our voices to
encourage others to speak up, tell their stories, and look to the future. Autoethnography
provides shared experience, knowledge of self; it brings women together, and it helps us
unite and make change within and around us. Likewise, autoethnography supports the
humanist movement. I foresee the ability of personal narrative and evocative writing
styles to create a positive change in our communities from the top down and the ground
up where we can meet at compassion, empathy, introspection, forgiveness, and individual
evolution.
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I am a collage
Of intertwined emoticons
Expressivity erupts
My colours
Speak
Words
Pictures
Sound
Touches me
Tingles in my spirit
Academe, sport, and art
Pass it on
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Notes

1 See Alice Walker, The Temple o f my Familiar (New York, NY: Pocket Books, 1989).
2

See Iris Marion Young, Throwing Like a Girl and Other Essays in Feminist Philosophy

and Social Theory (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1990) for writing on
lived body experience.
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